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International tourist arrivals up 4%

The results are mainly driven by Europe  

International tourist arrivals grew by 4.3% in the first 

eight months of 2015 fuelled by strong results in Europe.

International tourists (overnight visitors) travelling the world 

between January and August 2015 reached 810 million, 

33 million more than in the same period of 2014.

Europe, the world’s most visited regional destination, 

recorded a robust 5% increase in international tourist 

arrivals, the highest across all regions and a notable 

result for a rather mature region. Asia and the Pacific, the 

Americas and the Middle East all enjoyed 4% growth, while 

limited data available for Africa points to an estimated 5% 

decrease in the number of international tourists.

 

“Yet, we should not be complacent. We need to continue 

advancing fundamental issues such as travel facilitation 

and connectivity while placing sustainability at the core 

of our action. As world leaders prepare to meet in Paris 

in December for the 21st Session of the Conference of 

Parties to the UN Climate Change Conference (COP21/

CMP11) and following the approval of the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development by the UN General Assembly in 

September 2015, sustainability must be at the forefront of 

the tourism agenda”, Secretary-General Taleb Rifai added.

UNWTO World Tourism Barometer

“India and China report double-digit growth”
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Currency fluctuations impact tourism 
demand

Although demand has been positive overall, tourism flows 

have been determined to some extent by the comparatively 

strong currency fluctuations.

Many destinations are benefiting from more favorable 

exchange rates, while others have become more 

expensive, but seen their purchasing power abroad 

increase.

Results for the Asia and the Pacific Region
The Asia and the Pacific recorded a 4% increase in 

international arrivals through August. Oceania (+7%) led 

growth, followed by South-East Asia (+6%), with Thailand 

showing a strong rebound after weaker results last year. 

Arrivals grew by 4% in South- Asia and by 3% in North-

East Asia, where Japan continues to show extraordinary 

growth.

Among the world’s top source markets, China continues to 

report double-digit growth in outbound travel, benefiting its 

neighboring countries, Japan, Thailand and Korea. 

Among the other Asian emerging markets, India reported 

double-digit growth in tourism expenditure.

Table 3.  Outlook for International Tourist Arrivals

Source: World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)®
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015* average
a year

projection 2015*
(issued January)real, change

full year Jan.-Aug. 2005-2014 between

World 1.9% -4.0% 6.5% 4.7% 4.6% 4.6% 4.2% 4.3% 3.8% +3% and +4%

Europe 0.3% -5.1% 3.1% 6.4% 3.9% 4.8% 2.4% 5.3% 2.8% +3% and +4%

Asia and the Pacific 1.1% -1.6% 13.1% 6.3% 7.0% 6.9% 5.7% 4.3% 6.2% +4% and +5%

Americas 2.7% -4.7% 6.2% 3.6% 4.5% 3.1% 8.4% 4.2% 3.5% +4% and +5%

Africa 2.9% 2.5% 9.4% -0.6% 4.7% 4.7% 1.8% -5.4% 5.2% +3% and +5%

Middle East 20.0% -5.4% 13.1% -9.6% 1.7% -2.9% 6.2% 3.6% 4.9% +2% and +5%
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Following the success of the inaugural event in Almaty, 

Kazakhstan in 2013, the 2nd Euro-Asian Mountain Resorts 

Conference was held in Ulsan, Korea, from 14-16 October 

2015. The event was hosted by the UNWTO and Ulsan 

Metropolitan City, with support of Korea Tourism Organization 

(KTO) and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (MCST) 

of the Republic of Korea. 

Attended by approximately 580 international experts 

(representing 38 countries) in the mountain tourism industry 

and academia, the 2nd Euro-Asian Mountain Resorts 

Conference, gathered under the theme “Paving the Way for 

a Bright Future for Mountain Destinations”. Success stories 

from the Euro-Asian region were shared and a platform 

for exchanging ideas, strategies and business practices 

towards sustainable mountain tourism in both developed and 

emerging destinations in Euro-Asian region was provided. 

The aim of this year’s conference was to provide an 

overview of the factors impacting the operation of mountain 

destinations and to discuss a range of closely interwoven 

topics including accessibility, social and demographic 

challenges, environmental, economic and cultural issues, 

seasonality factors, better positioning in international markets 

and management or marketing linkages with the neighboring 

towns and cities. 

The conference illustrated success stories from different 

parts of Europe and the Asia Pacific on how to maximize the 

economic potential and social change while respecting the 

natural resources and cultural authenticity and diversity in the 

mountain destinations. In addition, the conference discussed 

the role of the public and the private sector in the process 

of developing and managing the mountain resorts so as to 

maximize the return on investment and the economic and 

social benefits for the local community.

At the Opening Ceremony, Mr. Gi-hyeon Kim, Mayor of 

Ulsan Metropolitan City, welcomed attendees to Ulsan.  This 

was followed by Dr. Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of the 

UNWTO, who delivered the Opening Remarks. The beautiful 

mountains surrounding Ulsan came in for special praise by 

Dr. Rifai. Speaking next was Mr. Jongdeok Kim, Minister of 

Culture, Sports and Tourism of Republic of Korea who made 

2nd Euro-Asian Mountain Resorts Conference  
14 -16 October, Ulsan, Republic of Korea
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Mr. Jongdeok Kim, Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism, 
Republic of Korea

(from the left) Dr. Taleb Rifai, UNWTO Secretary-General, Mr. Jongdeok Kim, Minister of Culture, 
Sports and Tourism of Republic of Korea and Mr. Jung Changsoo, CEO of Korea Tourism 
Organization at the Opening Ceremony

his congratulatory remarks on the successful opening of the 

conference commending the participation and gathering of 

so many international experts in the field of mountain tourism.

Following the Opening Ceremony, a Ministerial Roundtable 

was held under the theme “A Mountain as an Economic 

Asset for Tourism.” The session highlighted the ongoing 

policies, strategies and institutional framework for mountain 

tourism and was followed by a discussion session 

concerning the changes taking place at mountain resorts 

worldwide, and the mountain as an urban hinterland. 

Moderated by Professor Peter Keller from University of 

Lausanne in Switzerland, Mr. Francesco Frangialli, Honorary 

Secretary-General of the UNWTO opened the Ministerial 

Roundtable. As the host country, Minister Jongdeok Kim 

also joined the session and overviewed steps taken by Korea 

in preparation for the 2015 Pyeongchang Olympic Games 

with special emphasis on the country’s mountain tourism 

development plan for international tourists.

Session 1, titled “Setting the Scene: Paradigm Shift in 

Mountain Tourism – Differences between the European 

and Asian Mountain Tourism Development” began with a 

Keynote presentation made by Mr. Laurent Vanat, Laurent 

Vanat Consulting SARL, Switzerland. Mr. Vanat introduced 

international statistics on mountain tourism in order to show 

recent trends and made an overview of the key industry 

figures for ski resorts. Also, he compared European and 

Asian ski consumption and their characteristics. In the end, 

Mr. Vanat suggested different business models of mountain 

tourism for both Europe and Asia. 

Next, Session 2 was on “Mountains as the City’s Hinterland 

– Destination Development as a Symbiosis of Nature and 

Urban Space”. In this session, Dr. Kwang-yeul Koo of Ulsan 

University presented a keynote address on the topic of 

poetry and Korea’s mountains. This session focused on the 

beautiful harmony that coexists between nature and city as a 

destination. 

The last session for the first day, Session 3, was on “Mega 

Events: A Unique Opportunity to Capitalise on Global Attention 

– Creating a Positive Image, Regenerating the Destination and 

Enhancing the Economic Impact”. The Keynote presentation 
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was given by Mr. Eric Callender, Senior Mountain Planner at 

Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners Ltd., in Whistler, Canada. 

After introducing past host destination of the Winter Olympic 

Games, case study on Whistler was presented which had 

implications for the upcoming events in Korea.

Session 4 was held on the second day of the event on 

the topic of "Accessible and Inclusive Tourism in Mountain 

Resorts". A keynote presentation was made by Mr. Hideto 

Kijima from the Japan Accessible Tourism Center who 

shared his experience in 144 countries and introduced how 

the countries he visited worked on accessible and barrier-

free tourism. During his speech, Mr. Kijima stressed the 

importance of providing more information to accessible 

tourists and he presented his previous works on enriching 

tourist information.

“Product Development, Diversification and Innovation: 

Strategies to Respond to Demographic Challenges and 

to Find New Customers in Niche Markets” was the main 

focus on Session 5. Professor David A. Mason from Chung-

Ang University in Seoul delivered a keynote presentation 

on “Discovering Korean Identity through Mountain Culture” 

where he overviewed the means with which the identity 

of Koreans has been shaped through mountain related 

activities. 

The last session was on “Effective Governance and Policy 

Instruments: Integrated Planning and Investment Incentives, 

Infrastructure Development and Public Private Partnerships 

in Management”. Mr. Christopher Hinteregger, UNWTO 

Consultant, Partner and Head of “Tourism Destinations 

International” Kohl & Partner GmbH, Austria delivered the 

(left) Mr. Ian Hill, Director, Visit Canberra at Session on "Mountains as the City's Hinterland - Destination Development as a Symbiosis of Nature and Urban Space"

Attendees during the Session Dr. Ick-keun Oh, Professor, College of Tourism Management, Keimyung University
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keynote presentation and also moderated the final session 

along with other panelists. The conference was closed with 

the remarks given by Ms. Esencan Terzibasoglu from the 

UNWTO and Mr. Gi-hyeon Kim, Mayor of Ulsan Metropolitan 

City. 

On the last day of the conference, guests participated in 

an experience tour of both the industry and the natural 

environment found in Ulsan. The adjacent Yeongnam Alps 

is a mountainous area that surrounds the conference venue 

and consists of nine steep mountains with an altitude of over 

1,000 meters. Attendees were given a tour of the Yeongnam 

Alps which are home to some of the most beautiful hiking 

trails in Korea. On return from the mountain visit, attendees 

were further given a tour of the City of Ulsan and the 

conference was duly concluded.

Mr. Yoichi Goto, Researcher, Dentsu Innovation Institute B Team, DENTSU INC.
Ms. Sylvana Mestre, Snow Sports Development Manager, International 
Paralympic Committee

Technical Visit to Yeongnam Alps Trekking Course

Attendees Experiencing Korean Tea during the Break

Attendees during the Q&A Session Mr. Hideto Kijima, Japan Accessible Tourism Center
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Introduction
Buddhism has influenced the history and culture in the 

majority of countries in the Asia-Pacific region. South Asia is 

identified as the heartland of Buddhism and the region has 

emerged as a place of great interest to the world’s estimated 

500 million Buddhists. In particular, in South Asia, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, India, Nepal and Sri Lanka  have an ancient and rich 

tangible and intangible Buddhist cultural heritage.

Among many other South Asia countries, Bangladesh may 

well be considered the homeland of Buddhism. The Great 

Buddhist scholar Atish Dipankar was born in Bangladesh 

where the largest Buddhist monastery in the world -Sompura 

Mahavihara-is located. In 1985, the monastery became 

designated by UNESCO as a World Heritage site. 

The architectural remains of the two of the five highest 

learning centers of Buddhism in the ancient world are in 

Bangladesh. These two are: Paharpur Mahavihara and 

Jagaddal Vihara

In addition, Lord Buddha once visited Bangladesh and 

stayed in Vasu Vihar in Mahasthangarh for a period of six 

months. The Chittagong monasteries located in the country’s 

south continue to preserve sacred hair and tooth relics of 

Lord Buddha. 

Overview & Objectives
In collaboration with the UNWTO, the International 

Conference on Developing Sustainable and Inclusive 

Buddhist Heritage and Pilgrimage Circuits in South Asia’s 

 

     (from the left) Mr. Chowdhury, Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism, Bangladesh, Mr. Rashed Khan Menon, Minister for Civil Aviation and Tourism,  
Ms. Sheikh Hasina, Prime Minister of Bangladesh, Dr. Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of the UNWTO and Mr. Mosharraf Hossain, Chairman, Parliamentary Standing 
Committee for Civil Aviation and Tourism 

International Conference on Developing 
Sustainable and Inclusive Buddhist Heritage 
and Pilgrimage Circuit in South Asia’s Buddhist 
Heartland                                 27-29 October, Dhaka, Bangladesh 
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Buddhist Heartland was held in Bangabandhu International 

Conference Centre, Dhaka, Bangladesh from 27-29 October.

The purpose of the Conference was to bring together 

industry leaders, policy makers and market participants as 

well as relevant stakeholders in an open dialogue to discuss 

the topics and adjust directions for preparing a road map for 

the sustainable development and promotion of cross border 

Buddhist tourism circuits and routes in South Asia. 

Particularly, the Conference aimed to address the following 

four objectives:

1)  Review the current situation toward the preservation, 

planning, development, marketing and impact of cross 

border Buddhist tourism in South Asia

2)  Consider the essential issues and obstacles that need to 

be addressed to promote the development and promotion 

of sustainable and inclusive multi-country Buddhist tourism 

circuits and switch information on best practices and 

arrivals to developing and marketing multi-country tourism 

circuits

3)  Discuss the roles of government, the private sector, civil 

society, community based organizations, and development 

partners in the sustainable development and promotion of 

multi-country tourism circuits

4)  Provide routes for the preparation of a road map for the 

sustainable and inclusive development of multi-country 

Buddhist circuits and routes

     (From the left) Mr. Akhataruz Zaman Khan Kabir, CEO of Bangladesh Tourism Board, Mr. Ashok Pokharel, President of Nepal Association of Tour Operators,  
Mr. Milton Hyunsoo Kal, Consultant of IFC, Ms. Maria Del Carmen Pita Urgoti, Director of Promotion, Xunta de Galicia, Dr. Heather Peters, Senior Consultant 
Ophidian Research Institute, Philadelphia, USA, Mr. Xu Jing, Director of Regional Program for Asia and the Pacific and  Dr. Bikiron Prashad Barua, Ex-Professor of 
Chittagong University
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Plenary session

The following items were covered in the plenary session.

Developing and Marketing sustainable and inclusive cross-

border Buddhist circuits and routes. Role of Governments 

in facilitating the planning, development and Marketing 

sustainable and inclusive cross border Buddhist circuits 

and routes. Challenges, opportunities and best practices in 

developing and marketing sustainable and inclusive cross 

border Buddhist circuits and routes with best practice from 

the Saint James Way in Europe.

At the Opening Ceremony, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina 

called upon Buddhist populated countries to work out a plan 

to boost exchange related to Buddhist culture and heritage. 

“I do hope, the respected delegates would be able to draw a 

roadmap for the development and promotion of the tourism 

industry in the region and they would come forward to help 

each other to implement the roadmap”.

     (From the left) Mr. Fayzull Latif Chowdhary, Director General, National Museum, 
Bangladesh, Mr. Shahid Hussain Shamin, CEO of Ajiyer Fair trade tourism,  
Mr. Mohiddin Helal, CEO of Council of Tourism & Hospitality Bangladesh,  
Dr. Sufi Mostafizur Rahman, Professor of Jahangirnagar Univerisity

     (From the left) Dr. Kumi Kato, Professor of Wakayama University, Ms. Madame 
Nova Dominguez, Xunta de galicia, Ms. DawKhin Than Win, Director of 
Ministry of Tourism and Hotel of Myanmar, Mr. Masud Hossain, Director of the 
Bengal tours Ltd, Mr. Mario Hardy, CEO of PATA

    Dr. Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General of the UNWTO
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After the Closing Ceremony, Dr. Taleb Rifai, Secretary-

General of the UNWTO, guaranteed that the Organization will 

provide political and investment support to make Bangladesh 

a hub of Buddhist tourists. “We definitely intend to support 

Bangladesh and we have come here with a grand plan to 

make it a hub for Buddhist tourists.”

Dr. Rifai highlighted improving domestic tourism in 

Bangladesh for infrastructural development. “Boosting of 

domestic tourism is the key to development of infrastructure. 

A country must be enjoyed by its own people first before it is 

viewed by others.”

Source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somapura_Mahavihara
http://ibc2015.tourismboard.gov.bd/ 
http://asiapacific.unwto.org/event/international-conference-
developing-sustainable-and-inclusive-buddhist-heritage-and-
pilgrimage

     (From the left) Dr. Kumi Kato, Professor of Wakayama University, Ms. Maria Del 
Carmen Pita Urgoiti, Director of Promotion of Xunta de Galicia, Ms. DawKhin 
Than Win, Director of Ministry of Tourism and Hotel of Myanmar, Mr. Ashok 
Pokharel, President of Nepal Association of Tourism Operators, Mr. Masud 
Hossain, Director of the Bengal tours Ltd and Mr. Mario Hardy, CEO of PATA

     (From the left) Dr. Sufi Mostafizur Rahman, Professor of Jahangirnagar 
University, Mr Fayzul Latif Chowdhary, Director General, National Museum, 
Bangladesh, Mr. Shahid Hussain Shamin, CEO of Ajiyer Fair Trade Tourism, 
Mr. Mohiddin Helal, CEO of Council of Tourism & Hospitality Bangladesh and 
Mr. Milton Hyunsoo Kal, Consultant of IFC

    During the Break out Session

    Cultural Performance at the Dinner 
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Organized by the People’s Government of Guilin, China, the 

World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the Pacific Asia 

Travel Association (PATA) in collaboration with The Hong 

Kong Polytechnic University, the 9th UNWTO/PATA Forum 

on Tourism Trends and Outlook was held at the Shangri-

La Hotel in Guilin, on 21 October 2015. This year’s forum 

addressed the theme of “Tourism and the Experience 

Economy” to cope with social change such as the context of 

globalization, social media and customization and dealt with 

many subjects showing the international trends of tourism.

The aim of the Guilin Forum is to provide an annual Pan-Asia-

Pacific platform for policy makers, senior officials, researchers 

and industry representatives to be presented with global 

and regional tourism trends and to share knowledge, 

strategies and practices in international tourism thus allowing 

participants to analyze the current tourism situation and map 

out the next course of action for the future.

Plenary Sessions

On the first day of the event, a grand Opening Ceremony, a 

keynote session with four renowned speakers, and two panel 

sessions were held. Moderated by Mr. Xu Jing, the opening 

Keynote Session featured four presentations. 

The first was entitled “Measuring, Managing and Designing 

Visitor Experience” by Mr. Olivier Henry-Biabaud (CEO, TCI 

Research, Brussels, Belgium). The second keynote speech 

was made by Mr. John Kester (Director, Tourism Market 

Trends Programme, UNWTO) and dealt with world the 

tourism development trends. In the third speech, Ms. Daniela 

Wagner (Director for Europe, Middle East and Africa, PATA) 

overviewed how the experience economy is changing the 

way of life and travel, its impact on the evolution of travel 

from a consumption and marketing perspective, adaptation 

of product, and marketing solutions for the new generation. 

The last keynote was titled “Tourist Satisfaction Index 

(TSI) Tourism Service Quality Index (TSQI) and Experiential 

Economy” by Dr. Haiyan Song (Associate Dean and Chair 

Professor, School of Hotel and Tourism Management, The 

Hong Kong Polytechnic University).

The afternoon sessions consisted of two panel discussions. 

The theme for the first panel was “Destination Marketing - 

Focusing on Tourism Experience” which was chaired by Dr. 

Brian King (Associate Dean and Professor, The Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University). Speakers included Dr. Bao Jigang, 

The 9th UNWTO/PATA Forum on  
Tourism Trends and Outlook  

19-21 October, Guilin, China

Past and Future of UNWTO/PATA Forum on Tourism Trends and Outlook,
In celebration of the 10th anniversary of UNWTO/PATA Forum on Tourism Trends and Outlook, 
a promotional book for the forum was launched at the 9th edition of the forum on 20 October 2015.
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Professor and Dean, School of Tourism Management, Sun 

Yat-sen University, Dr. Chulwon Kim, Professor of Kyung 

Hee University from Korea, Ms. Susan Del Mundo, Tourism 

Promotions Board, Department of Tourism of the Philippines 

and Dato Ammar Abd. Ghapar, Director of Strategic 

Planning, Tourism Malaysia. Each speaker presented diverse 

examples of tourism experiences in respective countries. 

The second panel, chaired by Mr. Mario Hardy (CEO, PATA), 

addressed the sub-theme of “Local Experiences and Social 

Enterprise - Win Win for Travel Businesses and Communities”. 

Speakers of this session included Mr. Walter Jamieson, 

Professor and Director, Service Innovation Program, College 

of Innovation, Thammasat University from Thailand, Mr. 

Hai Ho, Founder of Triip.me from Vietnam and Mr. Somsak 

Boonkam, Founder and CEO of Local Alike from Thailand.

Technical Sessions

Day two of the event featured two keynote sessions and three 

panel sessions. The day’s opening session was chaired by Dr. 

Haiyan Song and consisted of four keynotes speeches under 

the subtheme of “Enhancing Tourism Experience – Theory 

and Practice”. Ms. Carolyn Childs (MyTravel Research.com, 

NSW, Australia) gave the second keynote address on the 

subtheme of “Heritage Tourism and Cultural Experience” and 

was delivered through a recorded video presentation. 

The first panel, chaired by Dr. Honggen Xiao (School of Hotel 

and Tourism Management, The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University), spoke on the topic of “Heritage Tourism and 

Cultural Experience”. The subsequent panel session explored 

the subtheme of “Augmented Reality and Virtual Experience”, 

moderated by Dr. Dimitrios Buhalis (Professor and Director, 

eTourismLab, Bournemouth University, UK) and the closing 

keynote was made by Dimitrios Buhalis on “Smart Tourism 

and the Experience Economy”. 

The 2015 UNWTO/PATA Guilin Tourism Forum concluded 

having successfully achieved its objectives that were to 

share state-of-the-art research and industry practices in 

developing tourism in the realm of the experience economy, 

to analyze and update global and regional tourism trends 

and challenges in connection to tourism and the experience 

economy, and to explore and develop new problems for 

future research and practice on tourism as an experience 

economy.

Mr. Mario Hardy, PATA CEO Mario Hardy Demonstrating Wearable Computing. 
Photo from ETB Travel News, http://asia.etbtravelnews.com/

Mr. Xu Jing, Executive Secretary and Regional Director for Asia and the Pacific, 
UNWTO
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Overview 

Introduction

The Global Tourism Economy Forum (GTEF), an annual 

international event and an interactive exchange platform for 

the tourism industry, was held at the Venetian Macao from 12 

- 14 October 2015 under the theme “Belt and Road Initiative: 

Unleashing the New Dynamics of Cultural Tourism”. 

Launched by the Global Tourism Economy Research Center 

in Macau in 2012, the Global Tourism Economy Forum 

is a high-level tourism event hosted by the Secretariat for 

Social Affairs and Culture of the Macao SAR Government 

in collaboration with the UNWTO. The Forum seeks to 

incorporate a macro view of the interplay between tourism 

and other major economies, and the momentum that 

each builds upon the growth of the other. It brings together 

global policymakers and industry leaders annually to 

share insights in global tourism economy issues. It sparks 

mutually beneficial exchanges, cooperation and partnerships 

between stakeholders by bringing together stakeholders 

from around the world to explore the real opportunities that 

underlies China’s regional integration policies and provides 

an opportunity for them to engage in business-matching and 

privately-scheduled meetings that create new partnerships 

and business leads. Co-organized by the China Chamber 

of Tourism, GTEF has continued to receive support from the 

Chinese government and international tourism organizations, 

including the China National Tourism Administration,the 

UNWTO, WTTC, and PATA.

Since 2012, GTEF has attracted over 3,000 attendees from 

45 countries around the world, including over 100 prominent 

speakers from both the public and the private sectors, and a 

number of delegations from China.

GTEF 2015

This year’s event was hosted by the Secretariat for Social 

Affairs and Culture of the Macao SAR Government in 

collaboration with tthe UNWTO. A press conference was held 

at the Tourism Activities Centre in Macao on 17 September, 

where the Chief of Office of the Secretary for Social Affairs and 

Culture of the Macao SAR Government, Lai Ieng Kit made his 

welcome address followed by an announcement of program 

highlights and speaker lineup by the Vice Chairman and 

Secretary-General of GTEF, Pansy Ho.

    2015 GTEF in Macao

Global Tourism Economy Forum (GTEF)  
  12-14, October, Macao
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About 1,000 delegates attended the Forum, including heads 

of the tourism departments of the governments of many 

countries and regions both from Asia and Latin America,  

participants from large tourism enterprises, delegates from 

international trade associations such as the UNWTO, WTTC, 

PATA, etc. The largest delegation was from mainland China, 

with more than 300 delegates. As the supporting city, Tianjin 

held promotional events and exhibition. 

“The Global Tourism Economy Forum not only offers valuable 

perspectives and a key direction for the global tourism and 

related sectors to go forward, but also helps Macao to 

build the city into a World Centre of Tourism and Leisure. 

We will do our best to host the Forum and keep showing 

Macao’s capacity of hosting mega international events as 

well as our destination’s function as a platform for diverse 

cultural exchanges. The Macau SAR Government will actively 

support our Country’s Belt and Road Initiative and grasp this 

golden opportunity for development. On one hand, we will 

give full play to Macao’s focal effects along the Maritime Silk 

Road; on the other hand, we will make an effort to boost 

the synergistic effects between culture and tourism, as 

well as adequate diversification of the tourism industry in a 

comprehensive way.” remarked by Lai Ieng Kit, the Chief of 

Office of the Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture of the 

Macau SAR Government.

This year, the critically important Face to Face, Ministers 

and Private Sector CEOs session once again led the Forum 

discussions. Invited tourism ministers included ministers 

from Cambodia, South Korea and Pacific Alliance countries. 

Together with the global private-sector CEOs, these 

ministers examined the forerunner role tourism plays in the 

monumental cross-regional cooperation initiative of “One 

Road and One Belt.” In addition, industry leaders shared their 

insights in special sessions such as “Understanding Chinese 

Consumers Behaviour,” “Exploring the Full Dimension of 

Cultural Tourism – Cultural Heritage and Creative Living 

Culture” and ”Driving Cultural Awareness through Social 

Media.” GTEF is honored to have BOA Merrill Lynch, 

China Daily, the Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) and 

Connecting Travel as sponsors or collaborative partners for 

these sessions.

Focus on culture tourism

Cultural tourism is the main focus of the Forum. Under the 

policy ‘One Belt, One Road’ and the Maritime Silk Road, the 

    Delegates at Session 1
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Forum allowed people to explore different cultures, traditional 

art forms and explore the different tourism economies. This 

was also an opportunity to promote regional and world 

development in relation to tourism.

GTEF 2015 continued to build upon the premise of the 21st 

century Maritime Silk Road (MSR). Focusing on the theme 

of “Belt and Road Initiative: Unleashing the New Dynamics 

of Cultural Tourism,” the forum explored subject matters 

such as connectivity, public-private partnership, Chinese 

consumers behavior and overseas investment trends, 

symbiosis of cultural heritage and creative living culture, and 

the impact of social media on tourism.

The Forum’s emphasis on exchange and cooperation is fully 

in line with the global tourism agenda on deepening regional 

cooperation championed by the Chinese Government for a 

number of years and APEC in its 2014 Tourism Ministerial 

Meeting. The Forum’s discussion on the Belt and Road 

Initiative is timely as the Initiative is also a hot topic across 

Southeast Asia and Latin America, with top-level Chinese 

government officials like Premier Li Keqiang and Foreign 

Minister Wang Yi paying visits to these regions in recent 

months and underscoring the importance of bilateral 

collaborations between China and these regions.  In fact, the 

Pacific Alliance countries – Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru 

– were the Featured Partner Countries at GTEF 2015.

Outlook  

Coming challenges

Under the theme of “Belt and Road Initiative: Unleashing the 

New Dynamics of Cultural Tourism”, the forum focused on 

the importance of cultural exchange via tourism travel and 

discussed the coming challenges facing the global tourism 

industry.

Speaking about some of these issues, Dr. Taleb Rifai, 

Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization 

(UNWTO), said: “We talk about two very important 

challenges and issues that need to be addressed. One is 

visa participation. We can’t understand why the world is 

still living under this very archaic system. We recognise the 

considerations of countries in protecting their borders and 

identity, but we can do it in a much more feasible and easier 

way. This today is still a very difficult obstacle.”

Dr. Rifai noted that according to the UNWTO’s Visa 

Openness Report, currently about 63 to 64 per cent of the 

world’s population requires prior stamped visas on their 

passports to move from country to country—almost two-

thirds of people.

“You can’t be promoting to people ‘come to my country’ 

on the one hand, and then tell travelers ‘don’t come to 

my country’ because it is so difficult to enter,” Dr. Rifai 

added. The second challenge facing the industry raised 

by the Secretary-General was infrastructure, especially air 

     Mr. Lai Ieng Kit, the Chief of Office of the Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture 
of the Macau SAR Government

    During the Session
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connectivity. “Many governments and countries are still very 

protective of their skies, and they deprive their countries and 

people of the benefits of physical connectivity,” he said.

Also notable at this year’s event was the prominent contingent 

of delegates from countries within the Pacific Alliance, which 

comprises Mexico, Colombia, Chile and Peru. The issue of 

connectivity was again highlighted during one of the talks, 

notably with regards to the distance between Asia and Central 

and South American countries and the length of travel.

Discussing current trends within the global travel market, 

John Kester, Director of the Tourism Market Trends 

Programme at the UNWTO, noted that currency fluctuations 

have been a major factor in determining destinations for 

travel. The US dollar appreciated against almost all other 

currencies, with the Hong Kong dollar (pegged to the US 

dollar) and Macau pataca (pegged to the Hong Kong dollar) 

similarly appreciating. “This means that Hong Kong and 

Macau are comparatively more expensive for travelers from 

other countries,” he said.

Future and opportunities

Over the past three years, GTEF has attracted over 3,000 

participants from 45 countries and regions, and welcomed 

49 provincial and municipal delegations from China, making 

it a truly East-West meeting ground. It has also hosted 130 

world renowned speakers including government ministers, 

business leaders and scholars, who have brought in-depth 

insights as catalysts to research and real changes. One of 

the biggest strengths of GTEF comes from its potential for 

developing genuine partnerships that have the power to 

shape the industry towards sustainable growth on a global 

scale. To this end, a wealth of networking opportunities are 

extended off the stage, including Exhibitions, Business-

Matching Arrangements, Special Luncheons and Dinners, as 

well as Featured Presentations.

GTEF can also be a motivation and opportunity to MICE 

industry. “This event is great for creating local brands in the 

MICE industry and developing the local economy. While in 

the past Macau was only about gaming, now the city is a 

world centre for tourism and leisure. Visitors are interested in 

our experiences and knowledge about this”, said Ms. Pansy 

Ho of the increasing popularity of the event and its interest to 

foreign participants.

“Locally, we’re facing different challenges and we need 

to brainstorm to create new opportunities and solutions. 

We have started the tourism master plan and we hope 

this event will be very useful for it”, Maria Helena de Senna 

Fernandes said. “By organising the Forum, Macau can gain 

more experience in organising large-scale meetings and 

exhibitions”.

In conclusion, GTEF has successfully established itself as an 

influential high-level cooperation platform to promote a new 

round of development in the global tourism industry with a 

focus on China.

    Discussion Session     Mr. Alexis Tam, Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture, Delivering a Speech
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Overview 
The World Travel Market (WTM) held in London, from 2-5 

November 2015, is one of the leading global events for the 

travel industry to meet industry professionals and conduct 

business transactions. Through its industry networks, 

unrivalled global reach, WTM creates personal and business 

opportunities, providing customers with quality contacts, 

content and communities. WTM 2015 saw an impressive 

49,275 participants and 30,344 visitors, according to 

estimated figures. More than 1.1 million on-stand connections 

took place over the four day event leading to more than GBP 

2.5 billion in industry deals being negotiated and signed.

A large number of topical debate sessions, interactive 

seminars and presentation sessions were organized during 

the show, and experienced speakers were invited to address 

the audience at the event. Exhibiting companies have the 

scope of strengthening their business networks, by getting 

into profitable partnership deals with industry peers. The 

sheer range of exhibited items at the event was impressive, 

and ranged from airport and flight travel services and tourist 

board services, to event management services and tourism 

management support.

Contents 

Major new LGBT Business Deal at WTM

On Day one of WTM London, a significant new business deal 

focused on the substantial global Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 

Transgender (LGBT) market was concluded at WTM’s official 

LGBT Village.

The deal focused on the creation of new online training 

modules for the travel agent audience reached by the Travel 

Market Report (TMR) exceeding 30,000 travel agents and 

tour operators daily. Those agents who train will become 

certified as LGBT-welcoming and listed on the new http://

Welcome.LGBT consumer-facing website. Individual 

destination modules will also be available allowing agents 

and tour operators to be LGBT-certified as sales agents for 

specific destinations in the program.

According to CEO of Out Now, Mr. Ian Johnson, the deal 

was in discussion for many months but it was meeting in 

person at the official LGBT Village at WTM that saw the 

deal concluded. “We have been pleased to be talking with 

the team at Travel Market Report for some time now,” Mr. 

 

World Travel Market (WTM) 2015
2-5 November, London, UK
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Johnson said. “It was great to get to meet in person at WTM 

at the official LGBT Village to finalise details so we can now 

announce this deal together. Travel agents remain a very 

important channel to market and our strategic alliance with 

TMR enables us to bring our 25 years of specialist LGBT 

expertise to help a large and growing pool of agents who 

want to access this valuable market but are uncertain how 

and where to start. The new ONBC training modules which 

will be hosted on our http://Learn.LGBT platform will open 

the doorway to a new market worth more than USD 200 

billion in annual spending and we are delighted to be in the 

position to do this. This will benefit travel agents, the industry 

and – most importantly – LGBT travellers.” He introduced the 

deal on day one of WTM.

The Travel Tech Show at WTM

Online giants gave advice to established players and startups 

at Day Four of the Travel Tech Show at World Travel Market.

Hoteliers were provided with great insight from Mr. Maarten  

Plesman, Vice President, EMEA for Revinate on reconsidering 

paid search in light of the dominance of the Priceline brands 

are in Europe and Expedia in the US.

“These players have such sophistication and scale that it is 

questionable that you can keep up with them.”

Mr. Plesman advised the audience to invest in the channels 

where hotels are being compared as that’s where the “game 

is played.”

He also told companies to consider their reputation in terms 

of images and reviews in comparison portals because it’s not 

all about price.

Mr. Plesman closed his presentation in telling hoteliers to 

think about the guest experience as the whole journey and 

making sure they really understand customers by creating 

rich guest profiles.

Following later, a popular WTM-Travel Perspective session 

from Google UK Sales Director, Dr. Bernd Fauser, on YouTube 

held the audience’s attention with viewing demographics and 

the importance of video in the travel purchase.

He highlighted how YouTube reaches more ABC1s (a UK 

audience segment classification) than any other online platform 

every month making it a dream channel for travel marketers. 

World Travel Market (WTM) 2015
2-5 November, London, UK

WTM 2015 Attracted Numerous Participants and Visitors
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Dr. Fauser listed some of the top reasons why people 

watch videos online. They include: relax and escape 27%; 

entertained and inspired 45%; to pursue a hobby 14%. In 

addition, nearly 50% of travellers watch online videos in some 

shape or form before deciding where to go on holiday. 

Mr. Fauser said video plays a vital role for brands because 

most consumers are undecided about what companies to 

book with and find it hard to differentiate between them.

The Airline Sector

The airline sector was in the spotlight on Day 3 of WTM. Mr. 

Richard Cope, Mintel’s Senior Trends Consultant, presented 

Travel Futures, highlighting how low-cost airlines are making 

cultural and historical short breaks more popular.

“Low-cost carriers are usually associated with stag dos and 

hen parties, but they’ve added a cultural component into the 

British holiday psyche,” Mr. Cope said.

During the session entitled ‘Attracting High Yield Travellers via 

Wellness Tourism’, Mr. John Bevan, Chief Operating Officer 

at Spafinder Wellness 365, said: “Companies realise they 

need to look after the wellness of their employees. My own 

company offers yoga and massages and the staff adore it.”

Highlights of the WTM London Responsible 
Tourism Programme Sessions

1)  Child Protection: This year’s child protection session 

progressed from last year’s focus on understanding 

how child abuse issues are intertwined with tourism, to 

exploring what the industry can do to help protect children. 

Both Mr. Lew Hunt from the National Crime Agency and 

Ms. Ashley Robinson, Assistant Director, of Border Force 

at Heathrow Airport called on the travel industry to educate 

its workers to know what the warning signs are when they 

encounter people travelling with children, and to report any 

concerns to the relevant authorities.

2)  Taking Responsibility for Wildlife and National Parks: Ms. 

Dilys Roe, Principal Researcher Biodiversity at International 

Institute for Environment and Development, said: “We need 

to avoid assuming that the bad examples of hunting that 

make the news stories characterise the whole industry.” 

Ms. Roe said there is much conflicting information on the 

potential merits or otherwise of hunting and conservation, 

with some saying trophy hunting is driving extinction of 

lions and other species; but others saying loss of habitat 

and depletion of prey species are more significant factors; 

and the US Fish and Wildlife Service saying well managed 

trophy hunting supports conservation. In addition, she 

added that for rural communities in Africa, the banning of 

hunting makes “Wildlife a liability to be avoided rather than 

an asset to be protected.”

3)  The role of government in managing tourism in 

Destinations: “Governments need to ask what the real 

impact of tourism is rather than just how many people are 

coming,” said Ms. Heidi Van Der Watt from Better Tourism 

Africa. She added that the sort of questions they should 

rather be asking concern yield per tourist, geographic 

distribution of that yield, distribution of ownership of tourism 

and income from it, reduction in resource consumption, 

reduction in waste, change in local purchasing, and 

contribution to household income. Adding further to the 

topic, the challenge, said Ms. Caroline Warburton from 

the Scottish Tourism Alliance, is to “ensure sustainability is 

During the Responsible Tourism Session
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permeating all government tourism strategies, and work 

out how we measure the impacts to understand what is 

really working.”

4)  Carbon  Resource Efficiency Good Practice: Describing the 

various wider impacts from their highly successful efforts to 

make their Cape Town’s airport hotel ‘the greenest hotel in 

Africa’, Ms. Sarah Ferrell from Hotel Verde explained that 

increasingly business guests use their hotel specifically 

because they can mitigate their emissions during their stay. 

Furthermore, the hotel sees a much higher percentage of 

return guests than the industry average, and staff report 

much higher levels of work satisfaction and reduced staff 

turnover. Ms. Ferrell explained that to drive engagement 

from its staff in its efforts, the company provides monthly 

environmental training, runs themed interdepartmental 

competitions around green issues, and even sends staff 

to landfill sites so they see for themselves what waste 

production means. Speaking to other hotels who have 

put less effort into adaptation than Hotel Verde, Professor 

Callum Thomas, Chair of Sustainable Aviation from 

Manchester University said: “If you adapt to the changes 

being brought about by climate change you’ll be around in 

30 years. If you don’t you won’t.”

Mr. Simon Press, Senior Director, WTM London said: “WTM 

London has grown at an unprecedented rate over the past 

five years making it the event where the industry conducts its 

business.

“GBP 2.5 billion in industry contracts were agreed at WTM 

London 2015 with more than 9,100 buyers conducting 1.1 

million meetings with 4,600 exhibitors. The high number 

of buyers demonstrates all the key decision-makers in the 

industry attend WTM London.”

WTM 2016

The new look World Travel Market 2016 will be a three-day 

event running from 7-9 November at ExCeL, London.

WTM London 2016 will see more content moved on to the 

exhibition floor further increasing networking opportunities 

between exhibitors, buyers, visitors and media. The WTM 

International Press Centre will move from the Platinum 

Suites on to the exhibition floor to increase the networking 

opportunities between exhibitors and the international media 

in attendance. WTM 2016 is poised to be the best yet,” 

added Press. “We have listened to participants and made 

the event three days ending with the hugely-popular WTM 

Festivals on the final evening. The press centre will be located 

on the exhibition floor alongside a new amphitheatre. Further 

new additions to WTM London 2016 will be announced 

throughout next year.”

Personal and Business Meeting Opportunities WTM 2015
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Overview

The highly-successful UNWTO & World Travel Market 

(WTM) Ministers’ Summit took place at the ExCeL Centre 

in London’s docklands on 3 November, 2015. With many 

senior government officials and private industry leaders from 

nearly all branches of the tourism sector gathering in London, 

the event is essential for anyone who wants to keep their 

fingers on the pulse of the travel trade.

As the first activity commenced with the 9th UNWTO/WTM 

Minister’s Summit which was titled, ‘Destination branding: 

new challenges in a changing market’, and focused on 

the impact of social media and new business models in 

destination branding. 

Opening the Summit, UNWTO Secretary-General, Dr. Taleb 

Rifai, underscored that “Today consumers have access to 

more information, more choices, and more opportunities 

to voice their opinions and can be the whistle-blowers 

for unethical practices or the biggest ambassadors for 

destinations and service providers. In this context, branding 

is an ever more complex challenge requiring destinations and 

companies to adjust their structures, their policies and their 

strategies”.

Contents

Destination Branding: new challenges in a 
changing market

Destination branding is an ever growing and complex 

challenge. Social media, new business models and the 

empowerment of consumers all around the world have 

changed the rules of the game. Destination management 

organizations revaluate their structures and marketing 

strategies to adapt to the new market trends. 

The 2015 edition of the UNWTO & WTM Ministers’ Summit 

on the theme of Destination Branding: new challenges in a 

changing market shared spotlight on the changes shaping 

tourism markets and how this impact on destination 

branding, looking in particular into the following issues:

•  What makes a successful destination brand in today’s 

globalized media landscape 

•  The links between nation branding and destination 

branding 

•  The role of social media and consumers’ engagement in 

destination branding 

•  Reputation management and crisis communication 

•  The changing role of destination marketing organizations 

and how to adapt to the new media landscape 

UNWTO & WTM Ministers’ Summit  
 3 November, London, UK 
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•  The contribution of the creative economy to destination 

branding: promoting and sharing experiences

In summation, destination branding and the way tourism 

marketing organizations operate need to be adapted to 

the changes brought in by social media, according to the 

outcome of the meeting of Ministers of Tourism and private 

sector leaders at the 9th UNWTO & WTM.

Social media changing destination branding

Ministers of Tourism and private sector leaders met at 

the 9th UNWTO & WTM. Ministers’ Summit and agreed 

that destination branding and the way tourism marketing 

organizations operate need to be adapted to the changes 

brought in by social media (London, United Kingdom, 3 

November 2015).

More than 60 tourism ministers and leaders from companies 

and organizations such as Facebook, Expedia, Melia Hotels, 

Eurostar and the World Travel and Tourism Council meeting 

in London discussed how market changes and consumer 

empowerment has fully shifted destination branding. 

Participants recalled that the current social media landscape 

requires destinations to invest further in understanding and 

engaging travellers in social media.

The Summit, moderated by CNN International's Richard 

Quest, addressed issues such the need for transparent, 

honest and swift action in social media in times of crises, how 

to generate engagement with travelers and transform them 

into destination ambassadors and how to maximize big data 

to develop targeted marketing.

Continuous progress
“The rise of the new technologies, coupled with the global 

economic downturn, has brought a paradigm shift as power 

moves from governments to citizens and from companies 

to consumers. This change is having a huge impact in the 

tourism sector and both destinations and companies need to 

adjust to new challenges”, said UNWTO Secretary-General, 

Dr. Taleb Rifai.

World Travel Market London, Senior Director, Simon Press, 

said: “The UNWTO and WTM Ministers’ Summit is a fixture 

in the calendar for ministers and private sector to debate 

the key issues facing the industry. Destination branding is 

becoming even more complex challenge as consumers 

empowered by new business models such as the sharing 

economy and social media have an impact on a destination’s 

brand and reputation. I am delighted WTM is again able to 

facilitate such an important conversation.”

To sum up, social media is the new tool of destination 

branding, coming along with both opportunities and 

headaches. Destinations should learn to interact frequently 

and remain a positive relationship with it. Especially faced 

with crisis, they would better respond quickly and honestly to 

the media. Making the best use of social media will definitely 

help the destinations build a better image and attract more 

tourists. 

    Speaker Giving a Speech on the Summit
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Organized by the Vietnam National Administration of Tourism 

(VNAT) – Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, under the 

framework of the ASEAN – UNWTO tourism cooperation 

on river-based tourism development in ASEAN region, 

an important Workshop on Mekong River-based Tourism 

Development was held in Da Nang City, Vietnam on 19 

November 2015.

 

Through this workshop, member countries of the Mekong 

River region including Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar 

and Vietnam discussed long-term strategies and action plans 

to boost co-operation of river-based tourism development.

Co-sponsored by UNWTO and ASEAN with the PATA and 

the Mekong Tourism Coordinating Office (MTCO) lending 

their support to develop the Mekong River region, the aim 

of this workshop is to support research that analyses the 

potential for river-based tourism in the Mekong region. 

The workshop commenced with opening remarks by a 

representative from the host country, Vietnam, followed by an 

opening speech by Harry Hwang, Deputy Regional Director 

for Asia and the Pacific, UNWTO. 

Mr. Harry Hwang, Deputy Regional Director for Asia and 

the Pacific, UNWTO said the Mekong River-based Tourism 

Development has a lot of potential, and each country should 

do more to invest in infrastructure and facilities in matching 

the service from country to country. 

Following this, Mr. Peter Semone, UNWTO consultant, 

presented the key findings of the on-going UNWTO study on 

the Mekong River-based Tourism Product Development.  

After a networking break, the Mekong River-based Tourism 

from the industry’s perspective and River-based Tourism 

Development case study was reviewed.

Workshop on Mekong River-based 
Tourism Development 

19 November, Da Nang, Vietnam
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Participants exchanged ideas and experiences on current 

Mekong river-based tourism issues and received the 

opportunity to share best practices for developing sustainable 

river-based tourism products and recommendations for 

policies and further steps for the workshop.

Product development with a strategic action plan allied to 

marketing constituted a major component of the report with 

additional emphasis also being given to a cohesive policy 

and integrated plan for the whole Mekong area covering the 

countries under study. A total of 41 ports and landings along 

the river have been identified for infrastructure development 

including additional amenities such as visitor information 

centers, medical facilities, public toilets, fueling stations 

and restaurants with international food safety and hygiene 

standards. Air and ground transportation by way of access, 

and accommodation both formal and informal are other 

sectors that supplement the various products.

The study also plans 7 specific products that the public and 

private sectors could develop as special marketable items. 

These are numerous tour packages that are already available 

in the market.

The report recommends that in order to appeal to the 

Western market but with potential for regional extension, 

the soft adventure component including cycling, trekking, 

canoeing/kayak and nature based products such as fishing 

and bird watching should be developed. All these go a long 

way to complement the rich cultural heritage of the Mekong 

which makes community based tourism products an 

attraction to both international and domestic visitors.

Through this workshop, the UNWTO is hopeful that the 

outcome of the Mekong river-based product development 

study will make process for greater investment in this 

lucrative market that will ultimately pave the way to reach the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations.  

Mr. Ha Van Sieu, Deputy Director General, VNAT Mr. Harry Hwang, Deputy Regional Director for Asia and the Pacific, UNWTO 
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Introduction

The Regional Seminar on the Contribution of Islamic 

Culture and its impact on the Asian tourism market was 

held at Bander seri Begawan, Brunei Darussalam on 16-17 

November. 

This seminar was the first consultation of its kind regarding 

the Muslims community and the tourism sector. In recent 

years, the volume of religious based travel has increased 

across world regions which have been accompanied by 

renewed interest in Islamic tourism.  

Organized by the UNWTO and the Ministry of primary 

Resource and Tourism of Brunei Darussalam, on Day 1 of 

the Regional Seminar a number of important presentations 

were given by recognized speakers in the field of Islamic 

tourism and included topics such as policy, marketing and 

image of Islamic tourism. On Day 2, participants received the 

opportunity to visit iconic Islamic heritage sites and mosques.

Objective of the Seminar

The aim of the seminar was to increase mutual understanding 

of contemporary Islam and to seek opportunities for the 

vitalization of Islamic tourism. A study on the potential of the 

emerging tourism market for Islamic tourism, marketing of 

Islamic tourism products, policy recommendations, dispelling 

negative stereotypes about Islam and communicating positive 

messages formed the core of the UNWTO undertaking. 

Component of Seminar

Opening Session

Yang Berhormat Dato Paduka Hj Ali Hj Apong, Minister 

of Primary Resources and Tourism, Brunei Darussalam 

delivered congratulatory remarks. He gave a speech on the 

theme of the seminar on the contribution of Islamic culture 

and its impact on the Asian Tourism Market.

Regional Seminar on Contribution of Islamic 
Culture and its Impact on the Asian Tourism 
Market    16 - 17 November, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei Darussalam
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He said, “We should strive to provide guests with safety, 

cleanliness, comfort, reliability, acceptance, respect and 

friendliness from the moment they arrive at the airport until 

the end of their trip as is expected from the host country,” 

And also added, “We are still new in tourism business and 

through the Ministry of Primary Resources and tourism we 

need to develop more attractive products to offer to tourists 

as a way to diversify our economic activities.”

Keynote Presentation

The keynote speaker, Mr. Imtiaz Muqbil, UNWTO Consultant 

gave an overview of the study undertaken by UNWTO on the 

"Contribution of Islamic Culture and its Impact on the Asian 

Tourism Market" which was also the theme of the seminar  

highlighting the salient features of the study including the 

country monographs."

Presenting his article on the ‘Contribution of Islamic Culture 

and its Impact on Asian Tourism Market’ he also said that 

the host country "Brunei needs to create new jobs for the 

people as oil and gas is running out fast and there is already 

redundancy in energy exports.”

He also added, “This is the first study of its kind done for 

travel and tourism industry focusing on Islamic culture. The 

study will be a broad and comprehensive look at the social, 

economic, historical and tourism facts and figures. Its findings 

will become the major driver of Islamic tourism going forward.” 

The study will cover Muslim majority countries (Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Pakistan, Iran, Bangladesh, Brunei, Maldives), other 

Asian countries with a significant minority Muslims population 

(India, China, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Philippines) and non-

Islamic countries interested in the potential market (Australia, 

Japan and Korea).

He concluded that the potential of the Islamic tourism market 

has not been fully realized and hopefully this study and the 

seminar will pave the way forward for a brighter future for 

    Mr. Harry Hwang, Deputy Regional 
Director for Asia and the Pacific, UNWTO 

    Mr. Yang Berhormat Dato Paduka Hj Ali 
Hj Apong, Minister of Primary Resources 
and Tourism

    Mr. Imtiaz Muqbil, UNWTO Consultant
    Dato Paduka Ahmad Bukhari bin 

Pehin Siraja Khatib Haji Abu Hanifah, 
Director of Administration at the 
State Mufti’s Office
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both the countries themselves and for the Asia region as a 

whole.

Islamic Knowledge Heritage Tourism

Dato Paduka Ahmad Bukhari bin Pehin Siraja Khatib Haji Abu 

Hanifah, Director of Administration at the State Mufti’s Office 

and the Head of Management of the Sultan Haji Hassanal 

Bolkiah Islamic Exhibition Gallery, said that Islamic values in 

conformity with Syariah should be the cornerstone on which 

Islamic tourism is to be developed and built.

Policy Recommendations

Hj Mahmud Hj Mohamed, Managing Director of Darussalam 

Holdings Sdn Bhd (DHSB), said that as the Brunei Tourism 

Development Department Master Plan has identified Islamic 

heritage as one of the clusters that drives tourism growth, 

Brunei should work on improving its current infrastructure 

and facilities.

He emphasized the need for ethics in tourism and the 

respect for Islamic values which sometimes called for gender 

separation in public places such as gyms and swimming 

pools.

Other speakers highlighted the role of halal food and other 

Islamic practices that required respect and understanding. 

Special case studies of country experiences and thematic 

subjects were also presented by distinguished speakers and 

panelists.

Technical Tour

The participants visited Islamic heritage as technical tour on 

Day 2 of the event. They visited Islamic exhibition gallery and 

various types of mosques.

Source
http://asiapacific.unwto.org/event/regional-seminar-
contribution-islamic-culture-and-its-impact-asian-tourism-
market
http://www.bt.com.bn/business-national/2015/11/17/
leveraging-islamic-heritage-drive-tourism-growth
http://www.theborneopost.com/2015/11/17/regional-
seminar-on-contribution-of-islamic-culture-its-impact-on-the-
asian-tourism-market-officiated/

     Zulkifly MD. Said, Director General, 
Islamic Tourism Centre, Ministry of 
Tourism & Culture, Malaysia

     Mr. Fazal  Bahardeen, CEO, Crescent 
Rating Pte Ltd, Singapore

     Mr. Syamsul Lussa, Special Expert on 
Multicultural Tourism, Ministry of 
Tourism, Republic of Indonesia

     Mr. Arturo Boncato, Assistant Secretary, 
Department of Tourism, Philippines



Destination Report
Tourist destinations and their respective features play a tremendous role in conveying 
experiences to effectively target tourists. In particular, tourism marketers make various 
efforts to raise awareness of their tourist attractions and bring positive ripple effect.
In Destination Report, forms of tourism, cultural experiences, major tourist attractions, 
tourism resources, and the special characteristics of tourism will be highlighted and 
shared at the country, region, and city level of UNWTO Asia and the Pacific Region 
member countries. Destinations where UNWTO events have been hosted and also 
scheduled to be held are introduced.

Sustainable Tourism 
Development Success Stories
Sustainable tourism practices require making optimal use of environmental resources, 
respect the socio-cultural authenticity of host communities and provide viable, long-
term socio-economic benefits to all. Sustainability is at the heart of the UNWTO’s 
mandate and all of its activities.
This section aims at understanding the major sustainability issues in the Asia and the 
Pacific by describing practical examples and comprehensive case studies to provide a 
wide range of experience at the organization, destination, national and regional levels 
rather than thoretical or prescriptive discussion.
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Samoa 

Destination Report

Talofa Lava 

Samoa is an archipelago in the South 

Pacific consisting of 10 islands, of which 

only four are inhabited. Samoa is the heart 

of Polynesia and governed by a 3,000 

year old way of life called Fa’a Samoa 

or The Samoan Way. It’s the traditional 

breath of life, where family is everything 

and unconditional love is woven through 

the cultural fabric. It is a guideline for 

every Samoan on how to lead their lives, 

celebrating and embracing their traditional 

values, culture and environment. 

Embracing this way of life means little has 

changed among the Samoan people, who 

keep these time honoured customs as an 

integral part of life. 

The 3,000 years old Fa’a Samoa or The 

Samoan Way is a custom not found 

anywhere else in the South Pacific and 

plays a vital role in village and community 

life. There are over 362 nu’u or villages 

in Samoa with a total of 18,000 matais 

(chiefs). Churches of various denominations 

feature in every village while meeting 

houses and open fales or homes encircle 
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the malae or village green. Fa’a Samoa has a strong focus 

on welcoming visitors, however Samoans request their 

guests observe and respect local customs.

Upolu

Upolu is the most populated of Samoa’s two main islands 

and home to Faleolo International Airport and the harbour 

capital of Apia. Must see sites that are within easy reach 

of Apia include Robert Louis Stevenson’s Museum, 

Palolo Deep Marine Reserve, Piula Cave Pools and the 

Papase’ea Sliding Rocks. Robert Louis Stevenson, known 

as ‘Tusitala’ (Samoan for ‘teller of tales’) spent his final 

years in Samoa where he wrote most of his books. His 

mansion at Vailima has been converted into a museum 

and is open to the public. Visitors can also visit his grave 

located at the top of Mt. Vaea along a trail named by the 

locals as “The Road of the Loving Heart”.  

For those more adventurous, head to the south side of the 

island where you will discover Lalomanu Beach, named 

one of the ten most beautiful beaches in the world and To 

Sua Ocean Trench, a 30 meter deep crater filled with sea 

water. The Trench is surrounded by beautiful gardens and 

is a popular picnic spot among Samoans.

Savai’i

The ‘big island’ of Savai’i is reached by an inter-island ferry 

which takes approximately an hour or a 10 minutes’ flight. 

Savai’i is less populated than Upolu and is known for its 

gentle and traditional way of life, pristine scenery and key 

archaeological sites. On Savai’i, you will discover the alien-

like landscape of Saleaula Lava Fields and the Virgin’s 

Grave, the stunning Afu Aau Waterfall and the spectacular 

Alofaaga Blowholes. A well paved road encircles the island 

making it easy to explore and access these sites.

Experience Fa’a Samoa 

Siva Samoa – Samoan Dance

TSamoan dance today is a mixture of the old and the new, 

and they are very distinctive in their style and movements 

from their Polynesian cousins around the Pacific.

From the gentle and graceful storytelling of the siva 

performed by a young maiden, to the fast actions of the 

fa’ataupati or slap dance performed by the men, Samoans 

love to share their love of dance. The male performers will 

wear traditional lava, and the women will wear puletasi, 

and all involved will be proud to share their traditional 

culture with guests to Samoa.

The energy of the evening rises as the men perform the 

fa'ataupati, and heats up with the siva afi, or fire knife 

dance, which is performed by young boys or men twirling 

a large knife with burning flames at both ends around their 

necks, through their legs, under their arms, and over their 

bodies, to the rhythmic beat of the wooden drum.

Tatau 

One of the most important features of Fa’a Samoa is the 

Tatau, a rite of passage that represents the spiritual and 

cultural heritage of Samoa and is a mark of one’s personal 

and spiritual maturity. Unbroken for thousands of years, 

this art has spread the world over and is now considered 

one of the finest traditional art forms.

Fiafia Nights

Make sure to book in for a Fiafia during your visit to 

Samoa. Held at most resorts, and at some other 
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accommodation providers, Fiafia nights include a feast that 

usually includes food cooked by umu or earth oven, and a 

cultural performance that may include singing and definitely 

will involve lots of dancing. Fiafia translates as happy get 

together, and the performers are very enthusiastic and 

proud to be able to share their traditional culture with the 

audience. The performers wear traditional lava lavas (by 

the men) and puletasis (women) which echo the vibrant 

colours of Samoa. Following a lavish traditional meal using 

fresh produce, the night’s entertainment of storytelling 

commences with the women performing the beautiful siva 

dance. The energy transforms as the men perform the 

faataupati (clapping dance) and heats up with the siva afi 

(fire knife dance).

There’s a Paradise for Everyone

iFrom relaxed adventure to the type that would raise the 

heartbeat, Samoa has great offerings for travellers of all 

types of fitness levels. Many activities are nature related 

involving Samoa‚ with pristine land and seascapes. The 

lagoons and reefs around the islands are home to some 

900 species of fish and over 200 varieties of coral, so 

if snorkelling or diving is your passion, you will discover 

unique and colourful corals, fish and sea caves. Turtles 

are regular visitors to Samoa’s warm waters and you can 

share an amazing experience by swimming with them on 

Savai’i and off Namua Island. With its waters teeming with 

marine life, Samoa has gained international acclaim for its 

deep sea fishing, with an international tournament held 

annually.

Beyond the reefs are fantastic breaks and Samoa’s un-

crowded surf spots are the best kept secret in the south 

pacific region. For golfers, the championship course Le 

Penina at Sheraton Samoa Aggie Grey’s resort hosts 

the annual Samoa open. Designed for golfers who love 

a challenge, it’s built on a former us military base used in 

WWII and features several historical landmarks. 

Much has been invested in the development of sport in 

Samoa and the facilities are considered one of the best 

in the south pacific. Housing state of the art facilities for 

rugby, swimming, volleyball, cricket and weight lifting to 

name a few, the facilities are on par with other international 

sporting venues and are the perfect off season training or 

host destination for teams.

Contributed by Samoa Travel Authority
Website: www.samoa.travel
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Overview

Bangladesh is a country of bountiful nature 

and diverse culture. The country as a 

holiday making land exposes too many 

flamboyant facets. Its tourist attractions are 

multifarious, which include archaeological 

sites, historical mosques and monuments, 

resorts, stretched beaches, mangrove 

forest, tribal people, splashing diversity 

of riverine and wildlife of various species. 

There are ample opportunities for sports 

and adventure as well, ranging from water 

sports to trekking in the forests, for angling, 

water-skiing, river cruising, hiking, honey 

collecting, rowing, surfing, yachting and 

The People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh

Destination Report  
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sea-bathing as well as bringing one in close touch with 

mother nature. She is also rich in wildlife and game birds 

and its world heritage sites speak of its richness of culture 

and its people wait with better outstretched hands to 

welcome you. Bangladesh is endowed with many natural 

resources like Sun, Sea, Sandy beach, Coastal area, Hill 

tracts, Plain land, Forests, Diversified seasons, Coral island, 

Island covered with hills and so on. The nature in its pristine 

shape is bound to linger for quite long in the memories of 

a visitor. Visit to the beautiful land of Bangladesh anytime 

offers something different for everyone. Dreams will 

come to reality in this beautiful land where life happens all 

the time. Bangladesh emerged as an independent and 

sovereign country on 16 December 1971 following a nine-

month war of liberation. Dhaka is the capital of Bangladesh 

where Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi, Sylhet are the other 

major cities. Bangla is the main language. Currency is 

Bangladeshi Taka.

Area, Location, Population and Climate 

Bangladesh lies between latitudes 20° and 27°N, and 

longitudes 88° and 93°E. It has an area of 147,570 square 

kilometres. As per population census 2011 report, the 

population (adjusted) of the country stood at 149.77 million 

in 2011. Bangladesh is located in the tropical monsoon 

region and its climate is characterized by mostly mild 

temperature high in summer, heavy rainfall, humidity, and 

fairly marked seasonal variations. Bangladesh has six 

distinctive seasons with varied colors, taste and offerings. 

The Best Time to Visit Bangladesh
The best time to visit Bangladesh is during the ‘cool 

season’. The period from October to February is generally 

considered the best time to travel Bangladesh. During the 

‘cool season’, the sky is clear, the weather is dry and the 

average temperature is comfortable (77 °F/25 °C). Prior 

Visa is required for entering Bangladesh. Nationals from 

about 65 countries get Visa on Arrival at the international 

airports.

Ethnic Groups

Different ethnic groups of Bangladesh and their colorful 

lifestyles have significantly enriched the entire culture of 

Bangladesh for centuries. Chakma, Marma, Mro, Murong, 

Hajong, Khasea, Jaintia, Santals, Garos, Manipuri,  Tripurh, 

Tanchangyh etc are main ethnic groups.

Getting around in Bangladesh
Bangladesh is well-connected to all regional and 

international hubs of the world by air. As a neighboring 

country, it has direct surface communication with India, 

with Nepal and Bhutan via India by rail and road. National 

Flag Career, Biman Bangladesh Airlines operates flights to 

29 destinations including major hubs of the world. Thirty-

eight international airlines including five-star and luxury 

are operating their flights in and out of the country. Four 

domestic airlines give excellent services in the domestic 

routes connecting major cities and tourist attractions. 

More about Bangladesh 

Bangladesh offers diverse ranges of attractions which start 

from rich history and culture and natural scenic beauty. As 

a riverine country, the country’s flat plains are dotted with 

so many attractions. 

Rivers of Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is called the land of rivers. Rivers are also 

called the lifeline of the country. The plains of Bengal Delta 

are the most fertile land in the world because of carried 

silts through the criss-crossed flow of the rivers. As many 

as 700 rivers including their tributaries flowing across the 

country create one of the largest river networks in the 
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world. In some places, such as Patuakhali, Barisal and 

sundarbans area, the watercourses are so plentiful that 

they form a veritable maze. 

Nature 

Bangladesh is situated in the oriental region, between 

the Indo-Himalayas and Indo-Chinese sub regions.  80% 

land is plain and the remaining 20 percent of the land area 

forested Hill Tracts. Distinct physiographic, characteristics, 

variations in hydrological and climatologically conditions, 

and difference in the soil properties in Bangladesh 

contribute in developing diverse forms of ecosystems 

enriched with great diversity of flora and fauna. Being a 

riverine country, the lands has lush greenery of crops along 

the banks of the rivers and sprawling flat plains, which 

assumes different colors in different seasons. Chittagong 

Hill Tract – the south-eastern part of the country, covered 

with thick greens and forests accommodate different 

types of avian and wild life. Ranges of small and medium 

hills and terrain valley with zigzag drawing delineate out 

the picturesque beauty of the region which is dotted with 

indigenous habitats and villages. Roofed with terrain hill 

covered with sloped tea greens- the north eastern part 

of the country bears the legacy of hundred years old tea 

cultivation and rich indigenous lifestyle in the midst of tea 

gardens. Bangladesh is proud to have the largest belt 

of littoral mangrove forests- Sundarbans – the home of 

the Royal Bengal Tiger- which is the great eco-tourism 

destination for the tourists. 

Wildlife             

Rain forests, mangrove forests and the protected wildlife 

–sanctuaries are the main abodes of varied wildlife of 

Bangladesh. It is recorded that roughly 53 species of 

amphibian, 19 species of marine reptiles, 139 species of 

reptile, 380 species of birds, 116 species of mammals and 

5 species of marine mammals are found in Bangladesh. 

The flagship species of  wildlife are the Royal Bengal Tiger, 

crocodiles, Asian elephant, Hoolock gibbon, Asian black 

bear. Mainly the Sundarbans wildlife Sanctuary and the 

protected areas accommodate the large varieties of wild 

life in Bangladesh.

The People & Culture 

Bangladesh has a long and glorious cultural heritage. Its 

long and turbulent history is replete with the epic saga 

of invasions and subjugation that resulted in a great deal 

of cultural fusion and transfusion. The indigenous culture 

of Bangladesh grew richer as each ruling body added 
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elements of its culture. The people of Bangladesh are very 

simple and enjoy festivity. As a majority of its population 

is Muslim, the culture of Bangladesh is characterized by 

many Muslim rituals and festivals. The lifestyle of the people 

is deeply influenced by the Hindu culture and traditions 

because of peaceful co-existence with the Hindus for a 

long period of time. 

Festivals  

Festivity means something special in Bangladesh where 

colors, traditions, beliefs, social norms are strongly 

reflected in various forms. The history of festivity in 

Bangladesh dates back to 3000 years back. Some of 

the festivals bear the mark of the community and nation, 

some have the stamp of religion, and again some bear 

the impress of politics. Eid-ul-Fitr, Eid-ul-Azha, Durga Puja, 

Buddha Purnima, 1st Baishakh (Pohela Boishakh- Bengali 

New year), Ekushey Grntha Mela (Book Fair), Lalon Mela, 

Kusthia, Independence Day, Victory Day are some religious 

and social festivals. 

Foods  

Bangladesh is famous for its distinctive culinary tradition, 

delicious food, snacks, and savories. Steamed rice is the 

staple food, and is served with a variety of vegetables, 

fried as well with curry, thick lentil soups, fish and meat 

preparations of mutton, beef, and chicken. Sweetmeats 

of Bangladesh are mostly milk based. Some are roshgulla, 

shondesh, roshomalai, gulap jam, kalo jam, and chom-

chom. Bengali cuisine is rich and varied with the use of 

many specialized spices and flavours. Fish is the dominant 

source of protein. Hilsha is the national fish.

Shopping

Bangladesh is a shoppers’ paradise with a rich tradition 

in handicrafts, cloths and dresses at a cheaper price. 

While muslin of ancient Dhaka has gone into history, 

other products such as contemporary paintings, wood 

works, shital pati (mattress having cooling effect), bamboo 

decoration pieces, cane and conch shell products, gold 

and silver ornament, cotton, silk, gold, silver, jute, reed, 

brassware, traditional dolls and leather goods also receive 

deep appreciation of the lovers of arts and crafts now and 

over the past centuries. 

Major Tourist Attractions

Bangladesh has excellent tourist attractions which include 

enchanting sea-beaches, serene lakes, deep forests and 

wild life, archeological sites and historical monuments, 

mosques and shrines, temples, churches, pagodas and 

colorful distinctive ethnic hill-tribes.  

Archaeological Attractions

Paharpur - The Largest Buddhist Seat of Learning

Paharpur, Sompura Buddhist Vihara is one of the ancient 

archaeological sites in the Indian-Sub-Continent, built in 

781-821 A.D. by Buddhist ruler Dharmapala, the 2nd 

King of Pala Dynasty in the ancient Buddhist world. This 

largest Buddhist Monastery situated at Badalgachi Upazila 

of Naogaon District located South of the Himalayas is a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site. A site museum houses the 

rare antiquities and artifacts of the ancient civilization. The 

rural ambience and tranquility around the site is enjoyable 

for the tourists. 

 

Mahasthangarh - The Oldest City of Bengali 
Civilization 

Mahasthangarh is the oldest archaeological site of 

Bangladesh on the western bank of river Karatoa at Bogra 

district. The spectacular site is an imposing landmark in 

the area having a fortified long enclosure. Beyond the 
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fortified area, other ancient ruins fan out within a semi circle 

of about 8 km. radiuses. Several isolated mounds, the 

local names of which are Govinda Bhita Temple, Khodai 

Pathar Mound, Mankalir Kunda, Parsuramer Bedi, Jiyat 

Kunda, Gokul Medh etc. surround the fortified city. This 3rd 

century B.C. archaeological site is still held to be of great 

sanctity by the Hindu, Buddhist and Muslim devotees.

 

Mainamati - The Seat of Lost Dynasties

About 8 km to the West of Comilla town and 114 km 

southeast of Dhaka lies the low hills known as Mainamati- 

Lalmai ridge and extensive center of Buddhist culture. 

On the slopes of these hills lies scattered treasure of 

information about the early Buddhist civilization (8th 

to 12th century). At Salban in the middle of the ridge, 

excavation laid bare a large Buddhist Vihara (monastery) 

with an imposing central shrine. It has revealed valuable 

information of the rule of the Chandra and Deva dynasties, 

which flourished here from 8th to 12th century A.D.

 

Eco-tourism Attractions

The Sundarbans 

Sundarbans (Beautiful forests) is the largest littoral 

mangrove belt in the world and an UNESCO world 

heritage site. Guarded by the majestic Royal Bengal Tigers, 

Sundarbans is the home to a vast assortment of amazing 

organisms. It contains not just mangrove swamps, but the 

forest is considered as one of the greatest eco-tourism 

sites which have wide ranges of flora and fauna for the 

tourist to enjoy. 

There are thousands of spotted deer, hundreds of other 

amazing creatures including birds, reptiles, amphibians and 

abundance of Golpata trees- which are not only beautiful 

but also provides livelihood for thousands of people living 

inside the forests. Numerous meandering streams, rivers, 

creeks and mesmerizing biodiversity have enhanced its 

charm to a great extent.

 

Sylhet - The Land of Two Leaves and a Bird

Immaculately nestled in the picturesque Surma valley 

amidst scenic tea plantations and lush green tropical 

forests, it is a prime attraction for all tourists. Its terraced 

tea gardens, eye-soothing orange groves and pineapple 

plantations and hills covered with tropical forests form a 

beautiful landscape. A number of haors (big marshy land) 

provide sanctuary to the millions of migratory birds who fly 

from Siberia across the Himalayas to avoid the severe cold 

of winter.

The Hill Districts - Paradise for Nature Lovers

The three hill districts of Rangamati, Bandarbans and 

Khagrachari offer dazzling beautiful spots where nature 

has been least disturbed. Far from the madding crowd, 

the scenic and calm spots of these areas offer rare 

opportunities to the tourists to have holiday in tranquility. 

The ethnic minorities group like Chakma, Moghs, Murangs 

are famous for their music and dance. Rangamati Hill 

District is a wonderful repository of scenic splendors with 

flora and fauna of varied descriptions and the largest 

artificial lake (Kaptai) in Asia is a fascinating tourist spot.

Cox’s Bazar - The World’s Longest Unbroken 
Sandy Beach

Cox’s Bazar, the tourist capital of Bangladesh, having 

the world's longest unbroken (120 km) beach sloping 

down to the blue waters of the Bay of Bengal against the 

picturesque background of a chain of hills covered with 

deep forests is a conglomeration of miles of golden sands, 

towering cliffs, surfing waves, rare conch shells, colourful 

Pagodas, Buddhist Temples, tribes and delightful sea-

food. The shark-free beach is good for bathing, basking 
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and swimming. The breath-taking beauty of the setting-

sun behind waves of the sea is captivating. Visits to the 

fascinating spot like Himchhari, Teknaf, Inani Beach, 

Buddhist Temple at Ramu and island like Sonadia, St. 

Martin and Moheskhali can be memorable experience of 

one’s lifetime.

St. Martin Island

Situated in Cox’s Bazar district St. Martin is the country’s 

only coral island and unspoiled paradise with friendly 

people. Named Narikel Gingira (Coconut Island) by the 

local, the dumb-bell shaped St. Martin has many things to 

offer to a tourist.

Other Tourist Attractions

Kantaji Temple - The Ornamental Medieval Temple

Kantaji Temple, the most ornate among the late medieval 

Hindu temples of Bangladesh is situated near Dinajpur 

town. Maharaja Pran Nath built it in 1752 A.D. Every inch of 

the temple surface is beautifully embellished with exquisite 

terracotta plaques, representing flora and fauna, geometric 

motifs, mythological scenes and an astonishing array of 

contemporary social scenes and favorite past times. 

Sitakunda - A Sacred Place by Both the Hindus 
and Buddhists

It is approximately 37 km far from Chittagong. This is 

famous for Chandranath Hindu Temple - one of the oldest 

temples in the sub-continent. There is also Buddhist 

temple having a footprint of Lord Buddha. These places 

particularly, the hilltops are regarded as very sacred by the 

Hindus and Buddhists. There is also a hot-water spring 5 

km to the north of Sitakunda.

Ramu- A Famous Place for Pagodas Containing 
Images of Buddha

This is a typical Buddhist village, about 10 Km from Cox’s 

Bazar. There are monasteries, Khyangs and Pagodas 

containing images of Buddha in gold, bronze and other 

metals inlaid with precious stones. It houses not only 

interesting relics and Burmese handicrafts but also a large 

bronze statue of Buddha measuring thirteen feet high and 

rests on a six feet high pedestal. The village has a charm of 

its own.

Contributed by Bangladesh Tourism Board
Website: www.tourismboard.gov.bd
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Bagan, Myanmar

Bagan, The Glory of Myanmar 

Bagan, capital of the first Myanmar Empire, 

is one of the main tourist destinations 

in Myanmar and one of the richest 

archaeological sites in South-East Asia. 

It is situated on the eastern bank of the 

Ayeyawady River. The Magic sense of sigh 

of Bagan has inspired visitors to Myanmar 

for nearly 1000 years.  

Getting to Bagan 

Nyaung Oo Airport in Bagan is accessible 

by daily regular domestic flights. It takes 

one hour and ten minutes between Yangon 

and Bagan available at least twice a day in 

peak season. Express trains from Yangon 

are also accessible to Bagan by 12 hours’ 

drive. There are regular express coach   

services to Bagan from Yangon, Nay Pyi 

Taw and Mandalay. It is also available by 

waterways as it has 2 jetties Nyaung Oo 

jetty and Ayeyar Jetty.

Destination Report
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Transportation in Bagan 

Motor vehicles licensed by the Tourist Transport Services 

may be used for local travel and sightseeing. Taxis with 

red number plaques are granted access to tourist sites. 

Licensed hotels can arrange for car rental service. Tourists 

can enjoy take the horse carts, bullock carts and electric 

bicycle and bicycle around travelling in Bagan.

River Cruises 

One of the best ways to see Myanmar is by gliding down 

its legendary river, the Ayeyarwady, with the length of 2170 

km, the longest and the most important river in Myanmar. 

Cruising along the Ayeyarwady is a popular product 

among international visitors since it offers a relaxing, cool 

and comfortable ride. Traditional River Boats and Luxury 

River Cruises are operating along the Ayeyarwady River.  

Between Mandalay and Bagan (vice-versa), visitors can 

take in the natural beauty of Ayeyarwady, explore the 

fascinating scene of Mt. Sagaing, Pakokku, Myingyan and 

other well-known cities by cruising. Day trips are available 

by express boats: Malikha Express, RV ShweKeinnery. 

Cruise boutique hotel and luxury cruise liners such as 

RV Paukkan, RV Pandaw, RV Randabo and Road to 

Mandalay operate overnight trips on 2 nights/3 nights and 

4 nights respectively. 

Highlights of Bagan 

The ancient monuments of different periods cover Bagan, 

the most important historical site in Myanmar, Bagan is 

situated in the bend made by the Ayeyarwady River. The 

monuments stand on the land stretching from the river 

bank up to Turintaung range.     

Panoramic view of Bagan can be seen from the top 

terrace of Bagan viewing tower. A finger pointed in any 

direction will not miss a monument. At present, there are 

over two thousands ancient monuments in Bagan area, 

according to the list of the Archaeological Department. 

Although there are many monuments in Bagan, they are 

different in plan, elevation, decoration and architectural 

elements. The number of the same types of monuments 

is very few, perhaps three or four. Some are one-storied 

buildings and other are three or four-storied buildings.  

Some are surmounted with bell shaped section or Sikhara 

section. In those days Ancient Myanmar Races built their 

buildings according to their own ideas like the construction 

of houses nowadays. They created their buildings to be 

beautiful as possible as and more elaborated according to 

their wish to boast about their power and wealth.

Ananda Temple 

It is situated to the south-east of Tharaba gate of the city 

wall. It is one of the finest and most venerated temples in 

Bagan. It was built by King Kyansittha in 1091 A.D. There 

are four huge Buddha Images in the standing position, 10 

metre high inside the temple and eighty reliefs depicting 

the life of the Buddha from his Birth to his Enlightenment. 

 

Shwezigon Pagoda 

The Shwezigon Pagoda - for its sacredness, is a solid, 

cylindrical structure resting on three squares terraces, a 

prototype of Myanmar’s style stupa. It was built by King 

Anawrahta and completed by King Kyansittha in 1087 

A.D. It was believed that the pagoda enshrines the frontal 

bone and a tooth of the Buddha and is thus held in great 

veneration by the Buddhists in Myanmar.  

Dhamayangyi Temple 

Bagan’s most massive temple, Dhamayangyi Temple, was 

built by King Narathu in 1170 A.D. Although the temple 

construction has not been completed, it displayed the 

finest brick- work.
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Sulamani Temple  

It is situated about one mile to the south-east of Bagan, 

beyond the Dhamayangyi temple. One inscribed stone 

was erected in the north porch mentioning that King 

Narapatisithu built it in 1183 A.D.

Thatbyinnyu Temple 

It is situated in the southeast corner of the city wall. This 

great temple was built in 1144 A.D. by King Alaung Sithu, 

the grandson of King Kyansittha. This is the highest temple 

of all monuments of Bagan and rises to a height of 61 m 

above the ground level.

Archaeological Museum 

The Archaeological Museum was inaugurated in 1904 near 

Gawdawpalin Temple in Old Bagan. It was reconstructed 

in 1995 and reopened in 1997. The Museum is a two-

story building and on the ground floor, you can see the 

display room for objects of visual arts of the Bagan Period 

such as terra cotta,  stucco works, wood carvings, stone 

sculptures, metal works and lacquer works. On the 

second floor, we find the exhibition of Buddha statues and 

variety of images, postures, and styles providing us some 

knowledge of Buddhist iconography.

Lacquerware 

Bagan lacquerware is an ancient craft. The process 

involves coating, drying and numerous recoating of a 

framework of woven bamboo over a period of months, 

climaxing with the amazing delicate task of etching   

designs by hand and then dyeing of colors onto the 

lacqured article.

Contributed by Ministry of Hotels and Tourism of Myanmar
Website: http://www.myanmartourism.org/

Mural Painting 

A mural is a painting on a wall, ceiling, or other large 

permanent surface. Murals of sorts date to prehistoric 

times such as the paintings inside the caves, temples and 

pagodas. There are many techniques.

Balloons over Bagan 

Balloons over Bagan is an opportunity to see this ancient 

Kingdom. The balloon is guided by gentle winds not 

exceeding 15 mph. On average, the flights take between 

45 minutes to one hour. 

Nan Myint Viewing Tower 

The ideal on shop viewpoint (60m high comprising 13 

levels) for visitors to see the panoramic view of Bagan.

Zee O Village 

It is located in the south east of Bagan and driving hour is 

about 30 mins. You can see the enormous thousand years 

aged tamarind tree, the, place of remains of prehistorical 

blacksmith workshop sites, plenty and spreading of wood 

fossils. The local people believed that Zee O Village area 

is protected by the guardian spirits (Nats) of the brother 

and sister. In the morning time, you can see the palm 

sugar production and the traditional way of cooking oil 

procession in the Zee O Villiage. 
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Community Rebuilding through 
Tourism in Disaster Areas

Overview

Tourism and Disaster

Tourism in destinations around the world 

frequently face challenges concerning 

polit ical, social, and environmental 

crises, and these factors that destination 

managers and tourism planners don’t 

have control over often play a crucial 

part in influencing consumer choice. 

We have witnessed air travel after 9-11, 

the 2009 H1N1 influenza outbreak, and 

political instability and security concerns 

in many parts of the world giving tourism 

businesses many obstacles to overcome.

 

Disasters present challenges to the tourism 

industry not only because of their negative 

impact on visitor numbers, but also due 

to travelers’ potential positive or negative 

impact on recovering destinations. No 

matter those disasters are avoidable or not, 

there is no denying the devastating impact 

they have had on the tourism industry in 

the affected areas.

Sustainable Tourism Development Success Stories

      Newly-built residences and common buildings in Beichuan county
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Therefore, developing tourism disaster strategies is very 

important to help sustain the regional tourism industry.

In September 2011, the United Nations World Tourism 

Organisation Conference, held at the Headquarter of 

the Australian Emergency Management Institute, Mt 

Macedon, involved tourism industry and academic leaders 

with emergency management authorities from Australia, 

Japan, New Zealand, Malaysia, UK and Spain who came 

together and explored the issues of cooperation and 

coordination between the tourism industry and emergency 

management agencies in assisting victims of natural and 

manmade disasters and facilitating rapid and sustainable 

recovery.

It is noteworthy that the UNWTO has always been 

supporting tourism recovery after disaster. For example, 

as a model area for the rebuilding of a tourism business 

after being bit by a massive earthquake, Bohol gained 

full support from UNWTO to hold the 9th UNWTO) Asia 

Pacific Executive Training on Tourism Policy and Strategy 

held from 28 April to 1 May 2015, under the theme of 

community-based tourism (CBT) and tourism recovery. 

Bohol is deemed to be a monument to the management 

of tourism. It is a testament to the rebuilding of a tourism 

destination that is even stronger, more creative, and 

resilient than before the disaster.

Sustainable Tourism in Disaster Recovery

Tourism consists of a major part of the sustainable 

development of many places that have been suffered from 

disasters, and thus should be able to play an important 

role in relief efforts. Tourism can draw attention to the 

destruction caused by these disasters and attract more 

support for these places. 

If tourists spend money at the site of a disaster, it will give 

the affected economy a boost – but this should occur after 

the relief efforts have been completed and the local tourism 

stakeholders are back on their feet.

Actually, there have been cases of tourism having a 

negative impact on the recovery process instead of helping 

the affected areas. For example, according to Tourism 

Concern (2015), after the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, 

many of the affected local communities struggled to 

provide the basic necessities for those left homeless and 

unemployed, while the hastened investment in tourism 

development in areas where local communities were still 

unprepared prevented the local residents affected by the 

tsunami from making a smooth transition back to their 

homes. 

In this case, disaster planning has become increasingly 

crucial as an effective human intervention in achieving 

      9th UNWTO Asia Pacific Executive Training on Tourism Policy and Strategy
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sustainable community development when confronted 

with natural disasters.

Successful Stories of Wenchuan

Tourism Recovery after Wenchuan Earthquake 

It has been seven years since the 2008 Wenchuan 

Earthquake (Sichuan Province, PR China). According 

to the Chinese government, the year 2011 is the last 

year for the reconstruction phase, and restoration and 

reconstruction work in most cities has been basically 

completed. In addition, the people’s basic living conditions 

and the overall level of socio-economic development has 

surpassed pre-disaster levels. As the only sector which 

was suspended completely in the disaster area right after 

the earthquake, but nevertheless identified and cultivated 

as the leading industry for the reconstruction, tourism has 

played a major role in the economic recovery of Sichuan 

Province in the past years. 

From the devastating earthquake until now, the industry 

has seen a leap forward in development. The total tourism 

revenue of the province in 2008 fell to 109.15 billion RMB 

but rapidly increased to 188.61 billion RMB in 2010, and it 

continues to follow this pattern in the coming years. 

At Sichuan International Cultural and Tourism Festival 

(Chengdu, Sichuan, 18-22 April, 2011), UNWTO Executive 

Director, Zoltan Somogyi, said “Tourism has been a strong 

driver of the economic recovery in the province”.

Since 2008, the UNWTO has been supporting Sichuan 

to maximize tourism’s contribution to the post-earthquake 

recovery. The UNWTO and the China National Tourism 

Administration (CNTA) held a joint conference on the 

Revitalization of Tourism and Confronting Crisis in the 

province capital of Chengdu in 2008. The conference 

allowed countries which had suffered similar disasters to 

exchange experiences, ideas and best practices in crisis 

management.

Tourism Infrastructure Recovery 

According to the tourism recovery plan, the revival of 

Sichuan tourism industry mainly relies on the recovery 

of productive capacity in the transportation, and tourist 

attractions sectors as well as tourism towns and villages. 

Planners found that the recovery of tourism productive 

capacity in this stage basically can be combined with 

infrastructure rebuilding. For example, by rebuilding roads 

and reception facilities, the tourism transportation system 

can be improved. In reconstructing houses, the local 

unique ethnic culture can be put into the architecture as a 

new element; accordingly, multiple characteristic tourism 

cities and towns can be formed in clusters. What is more, 

while doing the rehabilitation of infrastructure, rural tourism 

also can be re-developed and promoted. In addition, the 

47 distribution of tourism resources after the earthquake 

can be re-arranged, for instance, the earthquake caused 

     Wenchuan Earthquake Disaster Areas Before and After Reconstruction
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devastating damage to some natural landscape which is 

hard to restore, but on the other hand, some new tourism 

resources also appeared after the earthquake, such as the 

earthquake ruins.

Lower Pricing

Since 2008, the global economic downturn as a result 

of the subprime mortgage crisis which originated in the 

United States led to inbound tourist arrivals in China 

decreasing significantly.

The external environment and a strong internal desire 

to revive tourism from the earthquake pushed the 

Sichuan Provincial Tourism Administration (SCTA) to 

take the “competitive price strategy” to stimulate tourist 

consumption. For example, hundreds of tourist attractions 

in Sichuan Province opened to the tourists for free on 

the anniversary day of Wenchuan Earthquake; 20 million 

Panda Cards which are categorized as “golden” and “silver” 

were issued to allow non-Sichuanese (including foreign 

nationals) free or 50% discounted entrance to 11 state-

owned sites in the Capital city of Sichuan.

Aimed at fostering the major component in the market, the 

Sichuan provincial government also paid more attention 

to the support of 64 key tourism enterprises. In this way, 

a competitive environment could be cultivated to place a 

greater role on the market self-management.

Local Community Response

With this increase of visitors, expanding tourism relevant 

businesses has begun to catch more attention from the 

local community, since it not only provides employment 

to the local people but also brings new elements to the 

tourism activities. During this process, social capital 

involvement has received a great consideration by the local 

community, the banners for encouraging and motivating 

social capital investment could be seen in many places at 

that village.

Another component in the local community is the tourism 

enterprise. Primary efforts started from the association and 

cooperation between strong tourism enterprises. Through 

powerful alliances, joint marketing and planning, new 

products and projects were designed and been put on the 

market with a serious of impressive advertising campaigns. 

Soft Power

A distinctive and attractive local culture not only adds a 

sustainable element to destination but also can maintain 

positive investment from stakeholders. What is more, the 

improved tourism product with deep cultural extension can 

be used as a highlight in tourism promotional activities. As 

a matter of fact, the process of endowing tourism products 

with cultural values is a small cycle of tourism sustainable 

development.

Conclusion
From the main participant of tourism recovery’s 

perspective, the Chinese Government's full participation 

has played a fundamental and leading role in the revival of 

tourism in Sichuan.

On the basis of local infrastructure and service facility 

improvement, the local government should think about 

how to provide standardized rural tourism services, how 

to make current business size bigger and stronger, how to 

explore and develop new elements of local tourism to keep 

the vitality of the reconstructed destination in the future.

      A Young Tourist at the Wenchuan Earthquake Memorial in Mianyang
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A report released by the China Tourism Academy on 7 

December pointed to signs of a rebounding inbound tourism 

industry in China. The think tank, which operates under the 

China National Tourism Administration (CNTA), examined the 

rate of inbound tourism in the country between January and 

October.

According to the research, the total number of visits made 

by overseas tourists within the 10-month period exceeded 

100 million, which reflects a 4.4% increase compared to 

last year's data. Meanwhile, revenue earned from inbound 

tourism from January to October totaled to USD 47.4 billion, 

marking an increase of 0.9% which is rather resilient for a 

supposedly struggling inbound tourism industry.

China’s inbound tourism industry has been in a steady 

decline during the period of the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-

15). Although 2011 experienced a slight growth, the 

three following years saw continuous declines of up to 

2.51 percent. “The continuing downward trend has been 

contained and China will see positive growth in inbound 

tourist visits and expenditures by the end of this year,” said 

Mr. Dai Bin, President of the China Tourism Academy.

Tourists from South Korea, Vietnam and Japan are behind 

the rebound as they are the top three source countries of 

inbound tourists. Vietnamese tourists, in particular, increased 

by 33.6 percent in the past 10 months.

“China and Vietnam share a common culture. Vietnamese 

tourists are attracted by the magnificent landscape of China,” 

said Nguyen Thi Bich Hang, a Chinese translator based in 

Hanoi, Vietnam. Nguyen also added that traveling to China 

is more affordable than other countries which makes the 

destination a highly attractive factor.

China Inbound Tourism in 2015

By the end of June 2015, China inbound tourism witnessed 

a steady increase in comparison with 2014. There were 65.4 

million inbound tourists. 27.6796 million stayed overnight in 

China, an increase of 4.9% and 3.2% respectively compared 

with the same period in 2014. The total foreign exchange 

income was USD 27.534 billion.

Inbound Tourism in China

Sources:
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/tourism/2015statistics/inbound.htm

Statistics of Overseas Tourist Arrivals in the First Half Year of 2015

Number of Tourist Arrivals
(Unit in million persons)

Growth over the same 
period of 2014 (%)

Total Tourist Arrivals 65.3649 4.9
  Foreign Tourists 12.3636 -1.3
  From Hong Kong 39.1711 5.0
  From Macau 11.1911 12.8
  From Taiwan 2.6390 3.8

Total Overnight Tourist 
Arrivals

27.6796 3.2

  Foreign Tourists 9.6979 -1.9
  From Hong Kong 13.3781 5.5
  From Macau 2.2817 12.8
  From Taiwan 2.3220 3.6

International Tourism 
Receipts

27.534 billion USD 1.1

  From Foreign Tourists 16.373 billion USD -1.9
  From Hong Kong 5.948 billion USD 5.3
  From Macau 1.813 billion USD 12.8
  From Taiwan 3.399 billion USD 3.6
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Historically, Japan’s tourism promotions have centered on 

domestic travel. This focus shifted in 2003, however, when 

the government attention turned its attention to attracting 

greater overseas visitors. Five years later, the Japan Tourism 

Agency was formed with the aim of drawing in 10 million 

visitors a year by 2010. 

In 2013, the government doubled this target to 20 million 

a year by 2020. A significant upturn in 2014 saw a record 

13.4 million visitors in Japan, up 30% from the previous 

year, and this growth has accelerated in the first half of 2015 

with the monthly number of inbound tourists 50% higher 

than in 2014. If this trend continues, the 2020 target may be 

achieved this year, five years earlier than planned. 

There are a number of reasons why inbound tourism has 

flourished, both policy driven and as a result of changing 

conditions. The easing of visa restrictions for most Asian 

countries, and the expansion of the tax-free product range 

to food, beverages, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals are 

a couple of examples. The weaker yen and rising incomes 

across Asia have also helped drive demand.

Recent data trend

In October 2015, 1.83 million foreign visitors came to 

Japan, up by 43.8% year on year. By country of origin of 

foreign visitors, China is showing a phenomenal growth, 

doubling to 0.45 million persons from 0.22 million persons in 

October 2014. The Japanese government has been taking 

a successive relaxation measure in visa requirements for 

Chinese citizen in the past few years. In January 2015, Japan 

installed the latest relaxation, introducing multiple-visits visa 

for Chinese citizens. With the yen remaining at historical lows, 

after adjusting for inflation, the international inbound tourism 

is expected to continue to grow for the foreseeable future..

Sources:
http://www.japanmacroadvisors.com/page/category/economic-indicators/
gdp-and-business-activity/number-of-visitors-to-japan/

Inbound Tourism in Japan
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From 5-7 October 2015, the UNWTO Regional Support 

Office for Asia and the Pacific (RSOAP) participated in 

the 2nd Sustainable Tourism Forum which took place in 

Oze, Japan organized by Ecotourism Japan, a non-profit 

organization based in Tokyo. 

The Forum brought together more than 100 participants 

from the Japan Tourism Agency (JTA) of the Ministry of 

Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism, the Ministry 

of Environment of Japan, the Japan Travel and Tourism 

Association, the Japan Ecolodge Association, and the 

Katashina Mountain Guide Association, in addition to national 

and local stakeholders. 

Inbound tourism to Japan has been on the rise over the 

previous year. There is a wealth of cultural and natural 

resources within the villages of Japan, but some of these 

destinations have found that attracting domestic tourists to 

be more challenging than in the past, and are aware at the 

same time that the international market is largely untapped. 

There are currently promotional efforts being undertaken 

to encourage people to venture past the big cities and 

main attractions, and experience the more rural areas of 

Japan. Additionally, many of Japan’s rural areas are facing 

depopulation and an aging population, and as a result, 

tourism has been highlighted as a way to bring attention 

to these places. The forum took place in the Village of 

Katashina, a community that is experiencing many of these 

challenges and is seeking to cultivate a tourism sector that 

will be resistant to seasonality, protect the environment, and 

stimulate the local economy.  

The first day of the forum included a tour of the National 

Park of Oze which has more than 70 km of boardwalk 

which covers an internationally recognized wetland. The 

Plenary Session on the second day had an opening by 

Masaru Takayama, Executive Director of Ecotourism Japan, 

presentations from Harmony Lamm, from UNWTO RSOAP, 

Ana Baez of the Costa Rican Tourism Board (ICT), and Kazuo 

Matsuura from the Katashina Mountain Guide Association. 

The first session provided an overview of the UNWTO and 

the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) Criteria, 

case studies and benefits of a sustainable tourism standard 

in Costa Rica, and a presentation on the local history and 

conservation efforts that make Oze a special place to visit. 

The second portion of the forum was allocated for 

participants to break into groups to discuss on the following 

News from RSOAP 1

Sustainable Tourism Forum 
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four session topics: 1) Destinations; 2) Tour operators; 3) 

Accommodations; and 4) Inbound tourism. 

Participants in the Destinations session discussed that 

Katashina village is currently a destination that many pass 

through after visiting the more frequented Oze National 

Park. Known for its pure spring water and mountains, 

Katashina Village has many opportunities to boost tourism. 

Local stakeholders agreed that the focus should be to 

create a good community first, which will eventually lead 

to the development of a successful tourist destination. 

The conservation efforts in Oze can begin to follow an 

international standard, like the GSTC, which many in turn 

may attract high quality tourists.

Accommodations are where tourists spend the most time 

and the impacts to environment can often be larger. It can 

also be a sector capable of demonstrating a sustainable 

tourism and influence suppliers and waste management. 

Every lodge owner shared that they want to use the locally 

sourced food, but the absence of a foods wholesaler and 

stable supply during the snowy winter months makes it a 

challenge.

In the Tour operator session, the Katashina Mountain Guide 

Association highlighted that they are working to improve 

branding and to employ more female guides. They also 

partake in monthly meetings to share best practices with the 

local accommodations in order to sell more local products. 

An interest of many groups was how to increase inbound 

tourism and this breakout session discussed how to 

develop strategies to attract both domestic and international 

tourists. The group highlighted that in order to embrace 

more tourists in Katashina Village, the resources already 

available such as the traditional practices and products 

should be reinvestigated. At the same time, the participants 

also discussed the need to integrate the traditional lifestyle of 

the village with the more modern influences of the younger 

generations. 

The forum aimed to bring all stakeholders to the table to 

develop strategies to benefit both the economy and the 

environment and to do so while embracing the GSTC 

Criteria. Ecotourism Japan will continue to hold similar forums 

throughout Japan and seeks to integrate further training 

sessions at these forums.

Oze National Park
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On 28 September 2015, the UNWTO Regional Support Office 

for Asia and the Pacific (RSOAP) and the Asia-Pacific Tourism 

Exchange Center (APTEC) held the UNWTO International 

Tourism Seminar in Osaka, Japan in collaboration with Osaka 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The presentation was 

started by Mr. Xu Jing, UNWTO Regional Director for Asia 

and the Pacific and followed by the keynote speech by Mr. 

Fuminori·W·Sugaya, Director General, Archaeological Institute 

of Kashihara, Nara Prefecture.

The event gathered over 90 participants which comprised 

representatives from the local municipal government and 

national government tourism sector along with attendees 

from the private sector, academia, media and the general 

public. The seminar provided the opportunity to introduce the 

UNWTO to participants and to highlight the history of cultural 

exchange in Japan.

Mr. Tadaaki Asanuma, Chief of the RSOAP and the President 

of APTEC, gave the opening remarks and spoke of the 

importance of culture in the promotion and management of 

tourism. Offering an example, he highlighted the uniqueness 

of the Shosoin Repository, located in Nara Prefecture, 

which has been stored and preserved as a treasure 

from China, Korea and Central Asia for more than 1,300 

years. The Shosoin Repository is a unique asset to Nara 

Prefecture and attracts tourists from around Japan every 

year. He emphasized that the purpose of tourism is not 

only for economic development but also to boost mutual 

understanding through people and with an ultimate goal to 

contribute to world peace.  

Mr. Xu Jing, UNWTO Regional Director for Asia and the 

Pacific, presented an overview of world tourism statistics 

and introduced the activities of the UNWTO. He stated that 

world tourism has been a star performer in the past 60 years, 

noting the tremendous growth from 25 million international 

tourists in 1950 to 1.1 billion in 2014, with three million people 

crossing international borders per day. Mr. Xu Jing also 

described the importance of tourism to the global economy, 

citing that one in eleven people are hired by the tourism 

sector and tourism accounts for 30% of the world’s services 

exports. Furthermore, he noted the increased growth of 

tourism in the Asia and Pacific region, which received 263 

million tourist arrivals in 2014. He also emphasized the strong 

increase in arrivals to Japan which has surged more than 

40% over the previous year. 

Mr. Fuminori·W·Sugaya, a leading expert in anthropology in 

Japan presented on “Cultural exchange between Japan and 

China: My time as an international student in 20th century in 

China.” Mr. Sugaya was one the first international students in 

China and studied archaeology at Beijing University in 1979. 

Mr. Sugaya emphasized the importance of cultural exchange 

between Japan and China and their impact. He gave the 

News from RSOAP 2

UNWTO International Tourism 
Seminar in Kansai, Japan
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example that Chinese tones still remain in Buddhist chanting 

which can be heard in Japanese temples today, such as 

Todaiji temple in Nara. Mr. Sugaya also gave the example of 

Nara as the Eastern end of the Silk Road where many ideas 

and goods were exchanged between Japan, China, and 

Central Asia and that these remnants of the Silk Road can be 

found throughout Japan. 

Mr. Sugaya concluded by pointing out that many cultural 

assets remain in Nara Prefecture and emphasized the need 

for greater awareness and protection of these assets. He 

suggested opening an outdoor museum to showcase 

these artifacts. He demonstrated that outdoor museums in 

China and Northern Europe that display artifacts where they 

were found have shown to revitalize local communities by 

attracting tourists from around the world.  

This seminar was an opportunity for local stakeholders to 

learn about global tourism trends, the rise of inbound and 

outbound tourism in the Asia Pacific region, and to learn 

about the activities of the UNWTO. The event allowed 

participants to gain insight into the importance of the tourism 

industry for the global economy and how to further develop 

tourism resources in Japan. It also provided participants 

examples of the potential of anthropology and archeology 

for tourism resources and how to further develop these 

resources in the Kansai Region.

During the Session Mr. Xu Jing, UNWTO Regional Director for Asia and the Pacific

Mr. Tadaaki Asanuma, Chief of the RSOAP and the President of APTEC 

Mr. Fuminori·W·Sugaya, Director General, Archaeological Institute of 
Kashihara, Nara Prefecture 
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Conferences and Meetings

The ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF) 2016 will be held from 18-25 January in Manila, 

Philippines. The ATF is a cooperative regional effort to promote the ASEAN region as 

a unified tourist destination. The annual event brings together representatives from the 

ASEAN member states which include: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao 

PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. 

 With the 10 member states collaborating and striving towards sustainable tourism, 

the star that is South-East Asia promises to shine bright as the destinations achieve 

a flourishing balance of growth and preservation, a formula that will benefit the local 

population and elevate poverty.

 More information on the Forum can be found at http://www.atfphilippines.com/index.php

 

Hailed as the region’s biggest show, SATTE 2015 recorded an unprecedented growth 

breaking all previous records. As last year, the biggest networking forum for the travel & 

tourism industry in South Asia, will be host from 29-31 January in New Delhi, India. Please 

visit official site http://www.satte.in/# for more information.

ASEAN Tourism Forum 

(ATF) 2016

South Asia’s Leading 

B2B Travel & Tourism 

Event (SATTE)

▶ 

▶ 

18 - 25 January, Manila, Philippines 18 - 20 February, Mumbai, India29 - 31 January, New Delhi, India

Month Date Conferences and Meetings Location

January
18 - 25 ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF) 2016 Manila, Philippines

29 - 31 South Asia’s Leading B2B Travel & Tourism Event (SATTE) New Delhi, India

February
18 - 20 Outbound Travel Mart (OTM) 2016 Mumbai, India

23 - 24 Asia - Pacific Incentives & Meetings Expo (AIME) 2016 Melbourne, Australia

March
3 - 5 Food, Hotel, and Tourism Bali 2016 Bali, Indonesia

11 - 13 MATTA Fair 2016 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Outbound Tourism Mart (OTM) 2016 will be opened from 18-20 February in Mumbai, India.

OTM is the most effective platform to market to the Indian travel industry catering to over 

15 million Outbound travelers spending over USD 10 billion and over 500 million domestic 

tourists – at least 10% of them with an immediate potential to also travel abroad. Further 

details are available at http://www.otm.co.in/

From 23-24 February 2016, the Asia-Pacific Incentives and Meetings Expo (AIME) will be 

exhibited in Melbourne, Australia. 

 AIME is where meetings, events and incentives industry decision makers meet for 

business adventures across Australia, Asia-Pacific and the rest of the globe. Elite meeting 

planners and buyers will join exhibitors for an exclusive opportunity to hold one-to-one 

meetings and access quality education and networking events. Please refer to the following 

site for details on the event: http://www.aime.com.au/

The 10th international exhibition for food, hotel, and tourism will be shown from 3-5 

March in Bali, Indonesia. This is to Support Indonesia’s Tourism and Hospitality Industries. 

The Indonesian government is targeting 20 million tourist visits by 2020, driving massive 

investment in Indonesia’s hospitality, food service and tourism sector. More information is 

available at http://fhtbali.com/

 

The MATTA Fair 2016 will take place from the 11-13 March and this year around, travel 

deals and packages are increasingly popular with locals and also foreigners. Over the 

years, the popular travel fair in Malaysia has made a huge impact with travelers due to the 

amazing bargains and deals offered throughout the three day fair held at the Putra World 

Trade Centre in Kuala Lumpur.

 Up to date information on the trade fair are posted on the following site: http://blog.

malaysia-asia.my/

Outbound Travel Mart 

(OTM) 2016

Asia - Pacific Incentives 

& Meetings Expo (AIME) 

2016

China International 

Travel Mart (CITM) 2015

The MATTA Fair 2016

▶ 

▶ 

▶ 

23 - 24 February, Melbourne, Australia 11 - 13 March, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia3 - 5 March, Bali, Indonesia
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The Department of Tourism (DOT) is pleased to announce that the Philippines was 

unanimously elected as Chair of the Regional Commission for East Asia and the Pacific 

(CAP) with Cambodia and Japan as Vice Chairs. The Philippines will also sit as member 

of the Committee on Statistics and Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) owing to its efforts of 

implementing a national TSA, the first in the ASEAN region to be in consonance with the UN 

system of satellite accounting.

 Mr. Taleb Rifai, UNWTO Secretary-General commended the Philippines for taking the role 

of Chair and subsequent contribution to the global travel and tourism agenda of increasing 

competitiveness and promoting sustainable development in the region. The Asia and the 

Pacific region is now the fastest global tourism destination with 263 million international arrivals 

in 2014 with a growth rate of 5.3%.

 “We are very happy about the strong confidence demonstrated by countries in the Asia 

Pacific for the Philippines to lead the region. It is an affirmation of the Philippines’ leadership 

to pursue reforms and address key issues to enhance travel and tourism development in the 

region, to include, among others, domestic tourism, air connectivity, and travel facilitation,” 

DOT Secretary Ramon R. Jimenez, Jr. said. 
[http://asiapacific.unwto.org/news/2015-10-06/press-release-philippine-department-tourism-ph-leads-east-asia-and-

pacific-towards-n]

Malaysia will give group tourists from China visa exemptions from 1 October to 31 March 

next year as a measure to boost the economy, Prime Minister Najib Razak announced that 

the country will allocate RMB 120 million for tourism promotion across the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries, China and India, and another RMB 1.6 billion for 

infrastructure construction, including a national museum, monuments and park repairs.

 Electronic visas will be granted to tourists from major source countries, he added. The price of 

group tours to Malaysia will drop by 10 percent, according to travel   agencies. The move will 

no doubt draw more tourists to Malaysia, said Mr. Xu Xiaolei, publicity officer of China CYTS 

Tours Holding Co, a major travel service provider in China.
[http://en.cnta.gov.cn/News/OverseasOffices/201509/t20150916_747215.shtml]

The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) has inaugurated an Academy Centre to help the Thai 

travel and tourism industry better understand global market trends, the wider forces of change 

affecting the way the industry operates, and how Thailand can respond to them.

 Mr. Yuthasak Supasorn, TAT Governor said, “The Academy Centre has been set up as 

The Philippines lead the 

East Asia and the 

Pacific toward a new era 

of tourism development

Malaysia will give group 

tourists from China visa 

exemptions from 

1 October to 31 March 

next year as a measure 

to boost the economy

TAT Established 

Academy to enhance 

market research and 

tourism studies

▶ 

▶ 

▶ 

Malaysia Gives Chinese Group Tourists Visa-Free Entry TAT Launches Academy to Enhance Market Research and Tourism Studies

 Asia Pacific News Brief
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part of the TAT’s strategic vision to develop a center of knowledge for the travel market 

and disseminate knowledge through academic networks and experts both nationally and 

internationally. Its main objective will be to upgrade and build the capacity of personnel in both 

TAT as well as the Thai tourism industry at large.”

 Additionally he mentioned, “The Academy has gathered a large database of knowledge about 

the travel market over the last five decades and developed it with various scholars and leading 

academic institutions. It is now important to make use of this to strengthen our leadership in 

tourism and ensure a systematic transfer of knowledge through networking, research and 

innovation.”

[http://www.tatnews.org/tat-launches-academy-to-enhance-market-research-and-tourism-studies/]

From 23-28 November 2015, Vietnam National Administration of Tourism (VNAT) organized a 

famtrip to explore tourist sites in Vietnam, in an effort to develop “Back to the roots” tourism.

This provided an opportunity for experts and tour operators to exchange information, 

experience, find solutions to strengthen linkage of tourist sites and routes, create new tourism 

products for domestic and international tourists; for media agencies to promote tourism 

potential of these localities.
[http://www.vietnamtourism.com/en/index.php/news/items/10343]

China, Mongolia, and even Russia have signed a string of cross-border tourism cooperation 

agreements as part of the efforts to push the construction of the economic corridor among 

the three countries.

 The ten cooperation projects, worth RMB 1.4 billion (USD 220 million), were signed by 

government authorities and enterprises during the first China-Mongolia Expo which opened in 

Hohhot, capital of north China’s Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.

 The projects include cross-border tourism route development, tourism personnel training as 

well as hotel and resort zone construction. The trilateral cooperation involves a tourism route 

which links Hohhot, Ulaan Baatar, Ulan-Ude and Irkutsk.

 “Cross-border tourism is an important part and platform of the China-Mongolia-Russia 

economic corridor,” said Wei Guonan, head of the Inner Mongolia Tourism Administration.
[http://en.cnta.gov.cn/News/OverseasOffices/201510/t20151026_750063.shtml]

[https://www.google.co.kr/search?q=China,+Russia,+Mongolia+boost+cross-border+tourism&biw=1536&bih=770&sourc

e=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiVwqr1_avJAhUkGKYKHdgUDNkQ_AUIBygC#imgrc=6_Q6dl01kiUfkM%3A]
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UNWTO Member States in Asia and the Pacific

Associate Members
Hong Kong, China   http://www.tourism.gov.hk
Macau, China   http://www.macautourism.gov.mo

South Asia
Afghanistan   http://afghan-tours.com/index.html
Bangladesh   http://www.bangladeshtourism.org
Bhutan   http://www.tourism.gov.bt
India   http://www.tourismofindia.com
Iran, Islamic Republic of   http://www.ichto.ir

Maldives   http://www.visitmaldives.com/
  http://www.tourism.gov.mv/

Nepal   http://www.welcomenepal.com
Pakistan   http://www.to urism.gov.pk
Sri Lanka   http://www.srilankatourism.org

Australia   http://www.australia.com
  http://www.tourism.australia.com

Brunei Darussalam   http://www.bruneitourism.travel
Cambodia   http://www.mot.gov.kh
China   http://www.cnta.gov.cn
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
Fiji   http://www.fijime.com
Indonesia   http://www.budpar.go.id
Japan   http://www.jnto.go.jp
Lao People’s Democratic Republic   http://www.tourismlaos.org
Malaysia   http://tourism.gov.my

Mongolia   http://www.travelmongolia.org/
  http://www.mongoliatourism.gov.mn

Myanmar   http://www.myanmar-tourism.com/
  http://www.tourismmyanmar.org/

Papua New Guinea   http://www.papuanewguinea.travel/
Philippines   http://www.tourism.gov.ph

Republic of Korea   http://www.visitkorea.or.kr/                    
  http://www.knto.or.kr/

Samoa   http://www.samoa.travel/
Thailand   http://www.tourismthailand.org
Timor-Leste   http://www.tourismtimorleste.com/

Vanuatu   http://www.governmentofvanuatu.gov.vu/
  http://vanuatu.travel/

Viet Nam

  http://www.vietnam-tourism.com/ 
  http://www.vietnamtourism.gov.vn/ 
  http://www.vietnamtourism-info.com/
  http://www.vietnamtourism.com/

East Asia & the Pacific

UNWTO Affiliate Members in Asia and the Pacific
  South Asia
■Indian Hotels Co. Ltd. - The Taj Group of Hotels  ■Kerala Institute of Tourism and Travel Studies  ■Pacific Area Travel Writers Association - Patwa  ■Stark Communications Private Ltd.  
■Alisadr Tourism Co.  ■Gangnameh Hamadan Tourism Recreation and Sports Company ■Gardeshgaran Tour Operator (GATO)  ■Ghoghnos Tour and Travel Agency  
■Institute Of Training, Research and Operational Consultancy for Tourism (INSTROCT)  ■Iran Cultural Heritage and Tourism Investment Company - SEMEGA  
■Iranian Tourism Scientific Association (ITSA)  ■Marcopolo Tourism Development Company (PJS)  ■Tourism & Recreational Centers Co. (TRCO)  ■Tourism Bank
■Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation

  East Asia & the Pacific
■Australian Tourism Export Council  ■Griffith Institute for Tourism (GIFT) Griffith University  ■James Cook University - School of Business  ■New Solution Holdings Pty Ltd - Gaining Edge
■TTF Australia Tourism and Transport Forum  ■University of Queensland  ■University of Technology - Sydney Leisure, Sport and Tourism  
■Victoria University - Center for Tourism and Services Research  ■Apsara National Authority  ■China International Travel Service - CITS  ■Guilin Institute of Tourism
■Macao University of Science and Technology - Faculty of Hospitality and Tourism Management  ■Shanghai Institute of Tourism - Shanghai Normal University
■The Hong Kong Polytechnic University - School of Hotel and Tourism Management (HTM)  ■Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB)
■The Chinese University of Hong Kong, School of Hotel and Tourism Management, Faculty of Business Administration  ■Center for Advanced Tourism Studies, Hokkaido University
■H.I.S. Co., Ltd.  ■Japan Association of Travel Agents (JATA)  ■Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO)  ■Japan Travel and Tourism Association  ■Japan Travel Bureau Foundation
■JTB Corp.  ■Shoin University  ■Wakayama University  ■Instituto De Formaçao Turistica (IFT) - Institute For Tourism Studies  ■DISCOVERYMICE  ■Busan Tourism Organization
■Gyeonggi Tourism Organization (GTO)  ■Jeju Tourism Organization (JTO)  ■Korea Tourism Organization  ■Kyung Hee University  
■Tourism Promotion Organization for Asian-Pacific Cities (TPO)  ■Chamaleon Strategies, Inc - Dragon Trail  ■Designated Areas for Sustainable Tourism Administration
■Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau



UNWTO PUBLICATIONS
Responding to Climate Change – Tourism Initiatives in Asia and the Pacific

This report explores the general causes and effects of climate change on tourism at a global and 
regional level. Presenting specific case studies from Asia and the Pacific, the publication examines 
tourism’s contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, ultimately calling for greater mitigation and 
adaptation measures from the public and private sector. The study concludes that the socio-
economic impacts of climate change on tourism require greater vigilance and further research to 
ensure the sector’s long-term sustainability and its effective contribution to the great challenge of 
climate change.

Air Connectivity and its Impact on Tourism in Asia and the Pacific 

This publication includes a series of case studies from cities in Asia and the Pacific that 
illustrate the crucial role of air transport as an engine of economic growth and job creation. 
It shows how well-designed and well-coordinated tourism and air transport policies can 
underpin the growth of tourism while emphasizing the role of low-cost carriers (LCCs) in 
the transformation of air transport in the region. This study was developed by the UNWTO, 
the Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA), the Tourism Promotion Organization for Asia and 
the Pacific Cities (TPO) and with the financial support of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism of the Republic of Korea.  

UNWTO/GTERC Annual Report on Asia Tourism Trends

This study was produced by the UNWTO in cooperation with the Global Tourism Economy 
Research Centre on the occasion of the third annual edition of the Global Tourism Economy 
Forum, held in Macao on 27-29 October 2014. In addition to providing an overview of the 
region’s tourism performance in 2013 and 2014, the publication identifies the main trends and 
developments shaping tourism and highlights some of the key issues of interest or concern to 
the region that have been addressed through the recent work of UNWTO. These include visa 
facilitation, taxation, sustainability, climate change, air connectivity and Islamic tourism. 

The Impact of Visa Facilitation in APEC Economies

This report addresses the functions of visas and presents areas of opportunity through visa 
facilitation. The current state of visa policies in the APEC economies is explored across the 
dimensions of openness and reciprocity. The report concludes with a presentation of case 
studies of visa policy changes from the region. The case studies include a sample of historical 
case studies used to develop the analysis and provide examples of recent efforts within the 
region to facilitate travel through changes to visa policy. 

Measuring Employment in the Tourism Industries – Guide with Best Practices

The facts and findings presented in this guide confirm that employment in tourism and the 
economic value of tourism in terms of employment remain inadequately measured and 
insufficiently studied. Employment in the tourism industries needs to be measured and 
described in a more consistent way supported by proper statistical instruments developed on 
international tools and enhanced through international cooperation. This guide provides some 
examples of best practices of measuring employment in the tourism industries from countries 
that have demonstrated capacity to develop a comprehensive set of employment indicators. 
This publication is a joint project by the International Labour Organization ( ILO ) and UNWTO.

ISBN 978-92-844-1619-6

ISBN 978-92-844-1624-0

ISBN 978-92-844-1630-1

ISBN 978-92-844-1596-0

ISBN 978-92-844-1615-8
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